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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
ed
The APTS Needs Assessment for SCAT was initiated by Sarasota County Government. Advanc
of
Publ ic Transportation Systems (APTS) needed to improve the efficiency and effectiveness
Sarasota County Area Transit (SCAT} in areas such as Advanced Traveler Information Systems
Transportation
(ATIS), Transit Management Systems, Electronic Fare Payment (EF P) Systems, and
Demand Management (TOM) were assessed. The major objectives of this study were to identify
existi ng and planned APTS for SCAT, identify and prioritiz e technol ogies that address SCAT needs,
and calaJiate costs associated to implem ent these technologies.
This study examin ed emerging technologies in APTS and SCAT trends and issues to provide more
for
efficien t, effective and safe solutions to current SCAT challen ges. To establish APTS needs
at
SCAT, current APTS industry trends, APTS goals and objectives, SCAT goals, and existing APTS
a
SCAT were considered. Existing APTS at SCAT includes transit operations software and
is
County wide Communication System in the area of Transit M anagement Systems (TMS). There
also a partially function ing EFP system w ith magnetic fare media.
Interviews with SCAT employees showed that an AVUGPS system is highly desirable. Staff also
the
indicated a fully working EFP system would solve many of the current problems with cash and
existing fare boxes. Annunciators on buses and real-time informa tion for passengers were also
identified as key requirements for SCAT passengers.
SCAT management prioritized the APTS technologies into immediate, short-term and mid-term
ls
needs. An Automatic Vehicle Location/Monitoring (AVUAV M) system with Mobile Data Termina
ate
(MOT) and advanced vehicle and control center commu nication systems is the most immedi
need (1 -2 years). Smart card fare media and electron ic vending outlets are upgrades for the system
within 1-2 years were also identified. Automated Passenger Counters CAPO, on board safety
features and an update to the existing commu nication system is recommended for the vehicles
within 1-5 years. An itinerary planning systems and real-ti me information systems with an updated
a
website are also needed in the short term. Bus signal priority o n congested corridors is also
needed development in the short term. Transit accessibility systems are needed in the mid-term (5ns
10 years). A vehicle component monitor ing (to gauge engine temperature, oil pressure conditio
etc.) system for each vehicle is suggested as a mid-term need.
Costs and staffing requirements were calculated for projects intended to serve the immediate and
for
short-term needs. Capital costs for immediate needs are a little over $2.4 million and costs
short-term needs are nearly $3.6 million and the operating expenses per year for immedi ate needs
and short-term needs are nearly $0.73 million and 1 million respectively.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
1.1

PROJECT OBJECTIVES

The purpose of this study is to assess the IntelI igent Transportation Systems (ITS) needed to improve
the efficiency and effectiveness of Sarasota County Area Transit (SCAn in areas such as fleet
operations and convenience to passengers. This study attempts to identify and address area needs
and objectives for Advanced Public Transportation Systems (APTS) and corresponding APTS
enhancements includ ing phasing, capital costing, annual operating costs, staffing requirements and
general conformi ty to National and State ITS Architectures. Major objectives of this study are to:
"''

Identify existing and planned APTS projects for SCAT.

~

Assess and prioritize needs for SCAT and passengers.
Identify technologies that address SCAT needs and determine their proven capabilities and

)-

?
"''

interoperabiiity with Sarasota County's ITS Plan and emerging statewide ITS Architecture.
Develop a phasing plan for APTS technologies that need to be deployed in the short term
(1 -5 years), mid term (5-1 0 years) and long term (1 0-20 years).
Provide a detailed description of all the technologies, capital costs, staffing needs, and
maintenance and operations costs.

This study is designed to document APTS needs assessment for SCAT and will address all the major
objectives mentioned above. This Final Report was prepared summarizing all findings and
recommendations from the two technical memorandums previously submitted to SCAT.

1.2

BACKGROUND

The APTS Needs Assessment for SCAT was initiated by Sarasota County Government in response
to the numerous funding requests by Sarasota County agencies for APTS services and technologies.
However, in order to be compatible and interoperable with Sarasota County's ITS infrastructure
and emerging statewide ITS Architecture, SCAT requested a review all previous APTS related
projects and asked for recommendations of APTS technologies based on area needs. Sarasota
County's transit system is managed by the Transit Services (a part of Public Works Business Center)
located at 5303 Pinkney Avenue in the County of Sarasota. The SCAT service area includes 45
fixed route vehicles and 31 demand responsive vehicles.
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2.0 APTS/ITS GOALS AND OBJECTIVES
2 .1 APTS DEFINITIONS
APTS applies state-of-the-art and emerging technologies to provide more efficient, effective and safe
solutions to current transit problems. For the purpose of this report APT$ and Transit ITS will be
used inte.rchangeably. Transit ITS is organized in parallel with the U.S. DOT's National ITS
Program in the following areas (1):
)>

Metropolitan

I> Transit Intelligent Vehicle Initiative (lVI)
)> Rural

The Metropolitan component of Transi t ITS focuses on urban and suburban transportation in the
following areas:
•
•
•
•

Advanced Traveler Information Systems
Transit Management Systems
Electronic Fare Payment Systems
Transportation Demand Management

Advanced Traveler Information Systems
The Advanced Traveler Information Systems (ATIS) provide travelers with real-time transit and
traffic information. With the data from other ITS systems, the ATIS is able to provide travelers with
pertinent information about the transportation system - when the next bus or train will arrive, the
actual travel time from point A to point B, and how many parking spaces are left at the park and
ride lot. This information is disseminated to travelers through telephones, television monitors,
cable and interactive television, radio, electronic signs, kiosks, personal computers, handheld
electronic device, pagers, and the Internet (6).

Target Objective~
)>
)>

>
)>

Increased transit ridership and revenues
Improved transit service and visibility within the community
Increased customer convenience
Enhanced compliance w ith the ADA

Traveler Information systems are broadly categorized into the following four major groups:

9
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Pre-Trip Information Systems - This system provides travelers with pertinent information before
they begin their trip. In general, most information consists of transit routes, schedules, fares, etc.
Trad itional pre-trip information systems use automated telephone tree systems or human operators
to assist travelers, but some newer systems use computers, the Internet, and personal d igital
assistants, to provide the same information more efficiently.
In Terminal and Wayside Information Systems- This system provides travelers with arrival and
departure information, schedule updates, transfer information via electronic signs, kiosks, and
television monitors. In Terminal and Wayside Information Systems are still in their infancy because
systems are expensive to deploy.
In-Vehicle Information Systems - This system is similar to In-Terminal and Wayside Information
Systems except information is provided inside transit vehicles via small electronic displays and
annunciators. In rail vehicles, annunciators are frequently used to announce the next stop.
Dynamic Ride Sharing Systems - This system automates the arrangement of carpools by using
advanced computer and telephone technologies. Drivers and riders call a central clearinghouse
where a computer searches a database and finds the best available match for riders and ride
seekers. If satisfactory, arrangements are made by direct contact between both parties and a
carpool is formed.
Benefits of Advanced Traveler Information Systems
When A TIS are combined with computer and commun ications technologies, they provide vehicle
information to travelers at home, at work, on the roadside or at bus and rail transit stations. The
information allows travelers to choose the most efficient and convenient modes of travel. Travelers
can acoess real-time schedules and congestion information through telephones, cable television,
dynamic message signs, kiosks or the Internet. The result is greater convenience for routine or
occasional travelers in using and choosing transit.
Transit Management Systems
The Transit Management Systems (TMS) consists of fleet management systems and operational
software/computer aided dispatch.
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Target Objectives

>

Improved operating efficiency

>

Improved transit service and schedule adherence
J> Increased transit safety and security
J> Improved transit information
J> Increased compliance with the ADA

TMS focus on improving transit operations, schedule adherence, and safety by deploying the
following technologies:
Automatic Vehicle Location (AVL) Systems - This system is a computer based vehicle tracking
system that uses electronic tags and a GPS positioning system, sign post and odometer, deadreckoning, or combination-to monitor vehicle locations in real-time. In the United States, transit
authorities use AVL systems extensively. Currently, there are at least 58 AVL systems in operation,
under installation, or planned. Over the past four years, AVL system usage has increased by more
than 200 percent and many more AVL systems are being planned.

Automated Passenger Counters (APQ- APC automate the data collection of passenger boarding's
and alighting by time and location. Data are used in planning, operating, and scheduling activities;
in National Transit Database reporting, and as input for traveler information systems.

Transit Operations Software- When linked with AVL systems, transit operations software can
provide real-time dispatching, faster responses to service disruptions, and coordination between
transit service, such as a fixed-route bus and demand responsive transit vehicle. In para-transit
operations, transit operations software is especially useful in scheduling and dispatching.
Computer aided d ispatch (CAD), combined with some form of AVL, is the most popular form of
transit operations software. An important component of CAD is the development of Transfer
Connection Protection (TCP) software, which allows bus operators to inform passengers whether
they will be able to make a transfer to a connecting bus given current schedule adherence.
Geographical Information Systems (GIS)- GIS uses an electronic map and relational databases to
visualize and analyze relationships between non-related data. In transit, GIS is used to display and
analyze bus routes, facilities, shelters, emergency call locations, trip planning route choices, ontime performance data, and origin and destination of r idesharing and para-transit customers.
Mobility Manager- This is a mechanism that integrates and coordinates transportation services
offered by multiple providers (1). It helps service providers reduce redundant billing and collection
procedures and provides more coordinated service.

,
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Mobile Data Terminals (MDn- This is a type of AVL system that can be used both in fixed route
and para-transit operations to dispatch messages (passenger pick-up and drop-off addresses and
instructions), record and temporarily store certain types of information about passenger pick-up and
drop-off times, and collect statistical and performance data on services.
Vehicle Component M onitoring- (e.g. engine temperature, oil pressure conditions)- This is a type
of specific technology included in an AVL system. It is used to monitor and transmit vehicle
mechanical information to dispatch such as engine temperature, oi l pressure conditions.
Transit Signal Priority Systems - Transit Signal Priority is a strategy by which a particular set of
vehicles is given preference at traffic signals, either anytime they arrive at an intersection or only
under certain conditions. (e.g., on·time status, amount of traffic at opposing approaches etc.)
Although a transit vehicle does not warrant the urgency as emergency vehicles, there are benefits
to giving a bus priority at traffic signals under certain conditions.
On-board Safety Features - These include features such as silent alarms for drivers and on-board
cameras to provide security and safety for personal and passengers. One recent technology
addition is a Global Positioning System (GPSI Vehicle Monitoring System. This provides a wealth
of information relating to the vehicles' activities with a data recorder and event monitor. Similar to
a "II ight data recorder" the System records date, time, location, speed, and d irection of travel at
user selectable intervals.
Transit Management Systems Benefi ts
Figure 1 illustrates components of TMS. Some benefits of TMS not previously mentioned incl ude:
J>

Increased efficiency, reduced operating costs, and improved services through more precise

>

adherence to schedules.
Increased ridership as customers are able to bener depend on transit through more efficient
planning, scheduling and operations.

);. Regular transmission of location and schedule status information to dispatch centers .
.J> Capability to monitor, supervise and control operations with real-time data in ways that

>

were previously impossible.
Use information from AVUCAD software packages for other purposes such as customer
information, planning and scheduling.

>

Reduction of d ispatchers' workload because TCP software relies on data rather than voice
communication. Therefore, the dispatchers no longer have to be directly involved in the
transfer decision-making process freeing up radio system capacity.
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f igure 1: Components of Transit Management Systems
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Electronic Fare Payment Systems
Electronic Fare Payment !EFP) systems use electronic communication, data processing, and data
storage techniques to automate manual fare collection processes. Electronic fare media are capable
of storing information in a read and/or w rite format. For customers transit becomes easier to use,
because exact change is not necessary, and only a single fare card is needed to use the system.
Target Objectives
}- Increased customer convenience

J> Expanded and more flexible fare structures

>

Expanded base for transit revenue

J> Reduced fare collection and processing costs
)>

Improved security of transit revenues

The following are some examples of EFP systems:
Magnetic Stripe Cards - Magnetic stripes can be imprinted on c-.ards made of heavy paper, thin
plastic, or heavier plastic such as that used for standard credit and A TM cards. A number of transit
authorities use read-only magnetic stripe passes for buses and subways. High coercivity magnetic
media have been adopted by severaltransit systems to hinder the efforts of counterfeiters.
Contact Smart Cards - Integrated Circuit (IC) smart cards each contain a m icrocomputer in
addition to electronically erasable programmable memory (EEPROM) and read-only memory
I ROM). The EEPROM can be used to store information on the cash content of the card (use history,
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and other data subject to change). ROM is used for stori ng the microprocessor's operating program,
as well as card identification data. The microcomputer is used to verify a user's positive
identification number for some transactions, guard against tampering, and providing for data
encryption, for security or privacy, if necessary.
Proximity Smart Cards - Proximity cards can be used for identification purposes. In this
application, proximity ID cards simply identify their presence in the vicinity of a card ...eading unit.
They also share similarities with non-rewritable magnetic stripe cards such as ATM or credit cards.
They could be used as bus and subway passes; however, they are not being used for that
application anywhere in North America. They are being used for keyless entry systems, personnel
identification, and inventory security in stores. In transit fare applications, they provide the
operational capabilities for time-based and distance-based fare structure, inter-modal and inter·
operator transfers, and ancillary use as an "electronic coin purse" for small non-transit purchases,
with sophisticated security capabilities.
Capacitively Coupled Cards - Capacitive coupling requires cards to each have two or more areas
of metal foil covered by very thin layers of plastic insulator that are intimately positioned adjacent
to similar areas in the read-write unit, thus creating capacitors that couple the circuits in the readwrite unit and card. Both power and signals can be sent via this coupling. Capacitive coupling
eli minates direct physical metal-to-metal contacts that can wear and corrode, thus increasing
lifetime and reliability. Although competi ng with proximity cards and contact cards in other
markets, capacitively coupled cards have yet to be used in the transit market.
Electronic Fare Payment Systems Benefits

>

EFP systems make fare payment more convenient for travelers and revenue collection less
costly for transit providers.

>

When combined with electronic communications systems, data processing computers and

>

data storage systems EFP systems more efficiently collect fares.
Cards can be used for regional travel on buses and rail and in controlled parking facilities.

>

These systems can also be used to report real-time travel demand for better planning and
scheduling of services.

>

EFP systems speeds up the passenger boarding process, thereby shaving travel time and
increasing productivity.

Transportation Demand Management
Transportation Demand Management (TDM) refers to a set of techn iques and programs employed
to reduce automobile (single occupant vehicle) travel demand and redistribute that demand in
higher occupancy vehicles (includ ing transit), alternative modes, space and time. The techniques
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and programs utilize advanced technologies to monitor capacity and manage the system in realtime, as well as provide information and incentives for travelers to find alternative solutions to
traveling alone. An example is the use of High Occupancy Vehicle (HOV) lanes on freeways in
which cars with two or more passengers can drive.
encourage carpooling on congested highways.

The objective of such a program is to

Target Objectives
)> Reduce the amount of automobile travel on the roadways
)> Facilitate and increase the use of public transportation

>

Provide advanced vanpooling and carpooling commuter services

>

Apply congestion pricing programs
Manage parking and apply demand pricing

>

TDM strategies that utilize ITS technologies include:
Dynamic Ridesharing - Dynamic ridesharing (also called real-time ridesharing) is a form of
carpooling that provides rides for single, one-way trips rather than for trips made on a regular basis.
Dynamic ridesharing can be either a program organized and run by an official agency or a system
informally operated by participants. The emphasis is on organi~ed programs because only these
use ITS technologies for matching riders with drivers.
Automated Service Coordination - Automated service coordination can be defined as multiple
transportation operators in a region that provide coordinated service with the assistance of APTS
technologies. By coordinati ng the services of multiple transportation operators in a region, the
connectivity of public transportation services can be greatly improved for persons who would have
to travel on more than one transportation agency's veh icles. This w ill produce the opportunity for
attracting more trips to public transportation.
Transportation Management Centers - Transportation Management Centers (fMCs) are state-ofthe-art facilities in w hich transportation professionals can monitor, manage or control transit and/or
traffic operations. The use of ITS technologies and services provides real-time management of
public transit and/or traffic resources and capacity.

Transit Intelligent Vehicle Initiative (lVI)
The Transit lVI seeks to develop technologies that help prevent crashes. Advanced safety and
information systems are applied to help drivers operate transit vehicles more safely and effectively.
The current focus of Transit lVI is t o test these technologies on buses and para-transit vehicles. Rail
vehicles will be considered in the future. According to the Federal Transit Administration (FTA), the
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five most frequent crash types (comprising approximately 87 percent of all crashes involving buses)
are: 1) lane changes and merges; 2) rear..end collisions; 31 intersection coll isions; 4) backing up
coll isions; and 5) buses running into parked cars. Based on this information, Transit lVI
technologies are being tested to reduce these types of crashes.
Lane Change And Merge Collision Avoidance - Systems provide various levels of support for
detecting and warning drivers of vehicles and objects in adjacent lanes. More recent systems
introduce capabilities that will provide merge advice and/or warnings of vehicles in adjacent lanes,
whose positions and relative velocity make the planned lane change unsafe. Those capabilities
could include speed and steering control intervention for enhanced collision avoidance.
Forward Collision Avoidance - This feature senses the presence and speed of vehicles and objects
in the vehicle's lane of travel and provide warnings and limited control of the vehicle speed
(coasting or downshifting) to minimize r isk of collisions with vehicles and objects in front of the
vehicle.
Rear Impact Collision M itigation - The two basic concepts proposed for this application is the
following: transit bus-based systems to warn following driver(s) of potential coll ision (e.g., visual
warning display on rear of bus); and impact injury and damage mitigation.
Tight Maneuvering/Precision Docking - This application positions the bus with precision relative
to the curb or loading platform. Drivers can maneuver the bus into the loading area and sensors
determine the lateral distance to the curb, front and rear, and the longitudinal distance to the end
of the loading area. Drivers can override the system at any time by operating brakes or steering,
and monitor the situation and take emergency action if necessary (for example, i f a pedestrian steps
in front of the bus).
Transit lVI Benefits
The primary benefit to be derived by transit agencies is improved safety. An analysis on the
benefits of Transit lVI based on projected reductions of transit vehicle accidents and the resultant
savings in the form of avoided losses in transit accident fatalities, injuries and property damage was
performed . This analysis projected that the total benefits, over the next ten years, for Transit lVI
technology deployments would range from $498.0 million to as high as $1.2 billion (1).
Target Objectives

>

Increased safety of transit passengers
l> Reduced costs of transit vehicle maintenance and repairs
l> Enhanced com pi iance w ith the ADA
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2.2 CURRENT APTS INDUSTRY DEVELOPMENT
There has been a significant increase in the development and implementation of APTS applications
in the United States over the past few years, as shown in Figure 2. Since 1996, the number of
deployments of APTS technologies has increased by over 70%. The largest increases have been
seen in the deployments of fleet management systems, electronic fare payment systems, and
advanoed traveler information systems.
Today, APTS technologies are deployed (or are being planned for deployment) w ithin 192 fixed
route bus systems, 153 demand responsive transit systems, 11 heavy rai l, 12 light rail, and 13
commuter rail systems. Transit Intelligent Vehicle Initiative (lVI) technologies are currentl y being
researched and ini tial deployments in vehicle collision warning systems are being developed,
tested and evaluated.
Figure 2: APTS Deployment Increase in the US
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2.3 APTS/ITS GOALS AND OBJECTIVES
Typical transit agency objectives related to APTSIITS include (1):
)> Improved dispatching operations and scheduling
)> Reduce the cost per passenger trip
)>

Provide bette.r passenger information and on-time performanoe

>

Promote open, interoperable systems in ITS
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.: .
).
J>

Enhance the amount and quality of the data available for planning and analysis
Improve safety and se<:urity for transit operators and consumers

A discussion of these objectives is provided below.
Improving Dispatching Operations
Receiving and displaying accurate vehicle locations should enhance the operations of the fleet
Dispatchers will have the ability to track a vehicle, compare its location to a prescribed route and
time point, and advise an operator of late or early running on a route. On the basis of this
information, the operator can make necessary run adjustments. In addition to the field supervisors
and the vehicle operators knowing that a vehicle is running off schedule, the dispatchers have the
ability to see the extent of the problem and how it may impact other routes or blocks.
Reducing the Cost per Passenger Trip
APTS technologies will reduce operating costs by providing greater control and accountability of
fleet and resource management A growing interest has been savings in moving passengers from
para-transit service to fixed-route service, which is less expensive on a per-ride basis and can
accommodate additional trips at little or no cost.
Providing Better Passenger Information
This can easily be done through an on-line customer information system that would provide the
real-time location of vehicles and information about all types of transportation and trip itinerary
planning using off-the-shelf technology.
Promoting Open, Interoperable Systems in APTS
The USDOT is increasingly requiring that ITS implementations use open system architecture to
encourage innovation and interoperability. Issues still remain. For example, to compare the
scheduled versus real-time location of vehicles, a typical system would require an interface
between the scheduling software and AVL. This is usually made available for an additional charge.
Improving Safety and Security for Transit Operators and Consumers
Finally, improved safety and security for transit operators and customers is one of the primary
objectives of all public transportation agencies. The ability of AVL to pinpoint the location of any
vehicle in their fleet provides an additional security feature that will make operations safer.
2 .4 NATIONAl ITS PROGRAM GOAlS
The ITS Program identifies five goal areas that ITS projects should address (2):

J> Safety, measured through a reduction in aash rates
18

Mobi lity, measured through a reduction
improvement in customer satisfaction

)>

in d~iay and travel time variability, as well as an

l> Efficiency, measured through increases in throughput or effective capacity, as well as
)>

congestion relief
Productivity, measured through cost savings

)>

Energy and environment, measured through reductions in emissions and energy
consumption

2.5

f LO RIDA'S ITS STRATEGIC PLAN fiNAL REPORT

The purpose of the ITS Strategic Plan is to guide the Florida Department of Transportation (Foon,
Florida Metropolitan Planning Organizations (MPOs) and local governments in the planning,
programming and implementation of integrated multi-modal ITS elements to maximize the safety
and efficiency of Florida's transportation system. This ITS Strategic Plan includes the FOOT's
statewide vision for ITS, as well as a set of guiding principles to assist in the long-range planning
and project development needed to achieve that vision. An ITS Business Plan is included that
details the recommended steps for the FOOT's ITS program development and deployment over the
next five years.

Coals from the Florida ITS Strategic Plan include:
Goal1: Safe Transportation for Residents, Visitors And Commerce
ITS Objectives
)> Minimize response time for incidents and accidents (incident management programs)
l> Reduce commercial vehicle safety violations (commercial vehicle operations (CVO) safety
programs)
l> Reduce weather;elated traffic incidents (road·weather information systems)
)>

Minimize grade crossing accidents (highway-rail interface safety systems)

)>

Improve emergency management communications (coordination of communication
frequencies and real-time traveler information systems for evacuation and major route
closings, re-routi ngs or restrictions)

)>

Improve security for highway and transit users (surveillance cameras, call boxes and
emergency services support)
Improve the security, safety and convenience of pedestrians and bicyclists (improved

)>

interfaces at pedestrian crossings, signalized intersections, kiosks and surveillance systems)
Goal 2: Protection Of The Public's Investment In Transportation
ITS Objectives
l> Reduced vehicular delay from incidents (incident response programs)
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>

Improved peak period flow and throughput (traffic control systems and operations)
~ Reduce the cost of commercial vehicle fleet operations (CVO and intermodal systems)

>

Assist in providing safe and efficient maintenance of traffic duri ng project construction
(work zone monitoring systems, real-time traveler information systems)

Goal 3: A Statewide Interconnected Transportation System That Enhances Florida's Economic
Competitiveness

ITS Objectives

>

Reduce cost and delay of intermodal conne<.~ions (CVO and information systems)
l> M inimize shipping and delivery delays to improve freight operations (real-time system
)>

management programs)
Improved predictability of travel and delivery times (incident management systems)

l> Improve efficiency of fleet operations (CVO information systems)
)> Improve tourist access and convenience (special traveler information systems)
l> Increase employment (new ITS industry in Florida)

Goal 4: Travel Choices to Ensure Mobility, Sustain the Qualit y of the Environment, Preserve
Community Values and Reduce Energy Consumption

ITS Objectives
l>

Improve mobil ity and choices for highway and transit users (ATISs for conditions and

modal/route options)
l> Improve tourist access (specialized traveler information systems)

>

Reduce the need to travel (communications infrastructure to support telecommuting,

teleconferencing, teleshopping, etc.)
> Reduce energy use and environmental degradation (ITS systems management to reduce
vehicle trips and vehicle miles of travel)
l> Improve service for special traveler needs (smart cards, computer aided dispatch (CAD) and
~

AVL systems to enable true demand-responsive transit systems)
Improve multi-modal travel (smart cards, traveler information and transit management
systems to reduce transit travel times)

l> Reduce energy use and delay associated with major incidents (ITS systems management
and route diversion)
l>
)>

Improve efficiency of toll operations (electronic toll collection systems)
Enhance and support ride-sharing opportunities (high occupancy vehicle/high occupancy
toll systems)

Recommended actions defined in the FOOT's ITS Business Plan include steps in several major
areas. These are described in the following paragraphs.
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Planning and Development
)>

Undertake strategic deployment-<larify ITS project priorities; develop a cost-effective
incremental approach to deployment, consider both short· and long-term elements.

)>

Provide a common framework for the planning, deployment and integration of systems
through ITS architecture and standards consistency-develop regional applications of the
National ITS Architecture (NIA), max imize the use of common architecture and standards;
provide for a migration plan for older (legacy) systems to meet ITS standards and
architecture consistency; establish a statewide ITS infrastructure through the use of

)>

statewide and national standards and architecture.
Promote institutional and inter-jurisdictional coope.ration and coordination in the planning,
deployment, operations, management and maintenance of ITS infrastructure-include .ITS in
all regional and statewide processes for transportation infrastructure planning, development
and maintenance, emergency operations planning and management, and system operations
and management; optimize cooperation and coordination among key stakeholders, both

)>

•vertical" (FOOT, local government, MPOs) and 'horizontal" (transit and toll authorities,
police, fire, emergency management services (EMS}, etc.}
Provide service on a regional, integrated and interoperable basis-provide seamless service

through the integration of traffic operations and transit services across jurisdictional lines.
l> Integrate ITS planning and ITS-related operations planning w ith statewide, metropolitan,
authority and local government planning processes; incorporate ITS plans w ith Long Range
Transportation Plans (LRTPs) and with State lmplementdtion Plans (SIPs}, Transportation
Improvement Program (TIPs}, Congestion Management Systems (CMSs}, Transportation
System Management (TSM) activities, etc.

>

Support concurrency/growth management program-use ITS as means of both monitoring
and supporting program objectives; maximize the use of ITS-developed data as a resource

)>

for other planning needs.
Emphasize intermodal/multi-modal orientation to enhance both passenger and freight

)>

connections and transfers at ports, airports and via all applicable modes.
Util ize proven cost-effecti ve technologies to deliver new and enhanced services to travelers
and system users; use total life-cycle cost analysis to select the appropriate ITS components
and designs.

Operations and Management
)> Provide performance-driven service, provide real-time operations and management of all
transportation systems to maximize system performance, safety and time reliability; use ITS
data to make real-time traffic control decisions and to evaluate transportation system
)>

performance.
.
Adapt system operations and management strategies to changing conditions- incorporate
new and modify existing service attributes based on performance evaluations.

rt'W'
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>

Provide emergency operations support-ensure traveler information systems and traffic
management systems are capable of supporting hurricane and other emergency evacuation
procedures.

l> Actively pursue inter-agency operations and management agreements- agreements for the

operation, maintenance, staffing, data-sharing and management of ITS deployments.

Finance
l>

Provide ITS funding for NIA-consistent projects- funding priorities should favor those ITS
projects which are consistent with state and national ITS architecture and standards.

l>

leverage value of "conventional• capital investment in roadway and transit improvements
through ITS features that improve operational efficiency.

l>

Develop ITS funding strategies-pursue development of specific fund ing strategies for ITS
deployment in the MPOs, TIPs and FOOT's Work Program. Such strategies should include
funding for long-term operations and management.

l>

Capitalize on private sector resources-access technology, capital and entrepreneurship
through public-private partnerships and private sector information service providers (ISPsl;
coord inate electronic payment services, such as smart card technology, with private sector
financial institutions; maximize customer-responsive commercial opportunities (with
revenue potential); capitalize on innovative finance for both capital and operations funding
through the use of privatization, commercialization and cost-sharing; support private seetor
initiatives for personal safety and mobility (e.g., May Day systems, on-board navigation,
etc.).

Public Awareness/Involvement
l>

Include education, training and outreach for policy makers, general public and technical
staff.

Respond to special user needs-provide for the mobility and safety needs of commuters,
tourists, goods movement, pedestrians, bicyclists, older road users and mature drivers.
l> Identify and support ITS advocates/champions-seek out and promote ITS champions in
l>

local government, public agencies, academia and the private sector, including the general
public.

Research & Development

J> Support continued research and operational testing- provide a systematic research program
to evaluate emerging technologies, new systems, markets and planning methods.
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3.0 SCAT AGENCY PROFILE
3. 1 SARASOTA COUNTY T RANSIT RELATED GOALS AND OBJ ECTIVES

The transit related goals and objectives of Sarasota County are as follows (3):
COAL 1
It shall be the goal of Sarasota County to develop and maintain a safe, convenient, efficient
transportation system which : recognizes present need; reflects the Future Land Use Plan and the
plans of adjacent jurisdictions; provides for an affordable balance of alternative transportation
modes; provides for safe, efficient inter modal transportation linkages; and respects the integrity of
e nvironmentally sensitive areas.
Traffic Circulation Sub-Element
Objective 1.1
Development of a future thoroughfare system, consistent with the adopted Future Thoroughfare
Plan and Maps, proposed population densities, housing and employment patterns, and land uses,
shall be based on the Future Land Use Plan and coordi nated with the plans of adjacent
jurisdictions.
Objective 1.2
Sarasota County shall provide for the protection and acquisition of existing and future rights-of-way
including mass transit rights-of·way and exclusive mass transit corridors.
Objective 1.3
Sarasota County shall provide for a safe, convenient and energy efficient multi-modal tran.sportation
system.
Objective 1.4
The Transportation plan shall enable County residents the opportunity to live and travel utilizing an
integrated, inter modal transportation system.
Objective 1.5
All traffic circulation plans and programs, as well as aviation, port and rail plans and programs,
shall be coordinated with the plans and programs of the State, the Region, the local Metropolitan
Planning Organization and other local jurisdictions.
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Objective 1.6
Existing neighborhood environments., their cohesion, and integrity, shall be specifically considered
in the development of the Year 2020 future Thoroughfare Plan, and in individual roadway
projects.
Objective 1.7
Consider the aesthetics of roadway corridors in the development roadway projects.
Public Transit Su~Eiement- Sarasota County Area Transit (SCAT)
GOAL2
It shall be the goal of Sarasota County to provide public transit services within a framework of
available finances, which provide a safe, convenient and economically efficient alternative
transportation for current and potential users.
Objective 2.1
To provide by the year 2005 public transit service levels, as measured by vehicle hour, that at
minimum match the percentage of growth in county population from January 1995 to January
2005 and that at a minimum approximate the level of service found in other counties with similar
population.
Objective 2.1
To maintain a formal method of evaluating route performance.
GOAL3
To provide and enhance public transit services consistent with: the identified needs of the County's
population, the constraints of the road network, and the prevailing urban land use patterns of the
County. To coordinate public services with affected County departments, State programs and
initiatives, State and Metropolitan planning activities and local jurisdictions in a manner that
provides a stable and effective public transit service in Sarasota County.
Objective 3.1
To continue and improve coordination of public transportation service to both the general public
and the special needs of the transportation d isadvantaged with adjacent communities, the
Community Transportation Coordinator, the Sarasota County Transportation Disadvantaged
Coordinating Board, other transportation providers, the Florida Department of Transportation and
the Sarasot&-Manatee Metropolitan Planning Organization.
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Objective 3.2
To coordinate land use planning and land development based upon existing major trip generators
or attractors, safe and convenient transit terminals w ith the provision of public transit services.
Objective 3.3
To investigate and consider implementing alternative programs to fund public transit.
Port and Rail Sub-Element
GOAL9
It shall be the Goal of Sarasota County to develop and maintain an environmentally sensitive
transportation system, which provides safe, convenient, and efficient travel through an affordable
balance through the development of alternative transportation modes, the coordination with
desired land use practices, and the coordination with adjacent communities.
,·

Objecti ve 9.1
To continue through the year 2020, to rely upon existing regional ports to serve the needs of
Sarasota County residents.
Objective 9.2
To encourage the use of rail lines as an alternative means of transporting passengers and freight.

3.2

SCAT GOALS/OBJECTIVES

The Sarasota Transportation Enhancement Plan (STEP) advisory committee, comprising
representatives of public and private organizations of Sarasota County, is a future oriented
committee established to enliance mobility for individuals w ithin the community.
decided to adopt STEP goals. STEP goals and objectives are outlined in Table 1.
e 1: STEP (SCAn Goa sand
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Goal3

Address the mobility needs of the underserved populations and recommend solutions to meet
those needs
• Identify under served populations in Sarasota County, including children, elderly, and
other special needs groups.
• Identify opportunities and initiatives, designed to meet the mobility needs of underserved

•
•

populations by maximizing use of existing transportation resources.
lde1ltify methods to improve the existing transportation system to increase its use by

underserved populations.
Develop new tranSPortation programs as needed to help meet the mobility needs of
underset"ved populations

Goal4

Create an integrated, countywide, multi-<nodaltransportation system that provides links to the
laraer metropolitan community.

•

Develop a plan to create a multi-modal transportation system that l inks together to
provide a fluid transportation system benefiting the entire community.

•

GOALS

GOAL6

Promote the development of a multi ~modal transportation system that is coordinated by a
single agency/operation
• Promote the establishment of a centralized information and referral center to provide trip
planning assistance to agencies, organizations, and members of the general public
• Develop an Intelligent Transportation System (ITS} plan that reviews technology
applications necessary to fac ilitate the implementation of an integrated, countywide
multi-modal ttansportation system.
• Implement adopted ITS plan for Sarasota Countv
To promote future-oriented transit designs coordinated with the local environment, land uses,
and surface transportation systems.
• Identify a lternatives to the personal automobile that enhance mobi lity i1l concert with the
preservation of the natural environment within Sarasota County
• Advocate for infrastructure that facilitates transit use and non-motorized modes of
transportation (bicycles, walking) such as sidewalk, curb cuts, and bike lanes and
shoulders.
• Impr-ove passenger com(ort associated with transit use by installing, benches, shelters,
and other amenities at bus stops and transfer cemers.
• Collaborare with local municipalities a1ld neighboring counties to develop intra-city and
regional transPOrtation alternatives consistent with stated community goals and values.
To secure fund ina. sources dedicated to the enhancement of mobility within the community.
• Secure a long-term (unding source dedicated to the enhancement of mobility within the
community.
• Promote increased local financial support for transportation services designed to improve
mobility for underserved populations.
• Identify opportunities to establish innovative publidprivate partnerships in the creation of
an integrated countywide, multi·modal transportation system.

The followi ng are proposed goals for SCAT in the Sarasota Transportation Enhancement Plan (3).

GOAL 1
To increase community awareness of transportation alternatives, in relation to the stated need for a
balanced multi-modal transportation system.
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Objective 1.1
This goal focuses on the importance of community awareness regarding the need for a balanced,
multi-modal transportation system in Sarasota County. The policy objectives associated with this
goal address activities designed to increase community awareness of the transportation issues
outlined in the STEP. These activities include educational outreach activities, the implementation
of a media campaign to reinforce outreach efforts, and the regular d istribution of publications such
as newsletters and press release to supplement community outreach activities.

GOAL2
To recommend public policies that supports a balanced multi-modal transportation system.
Objective 2. 1
This goal recognizes the importance of translating community awareness into public policies that
provide support and implementation infrastructure for the development of a balanced multi-modal
transportation network in Sarasota County. The objectives associated with this goal extend
educational outreach activities to decision-makers and community leaders, as well as the public.
Another major component of this goal is to provide assistance to decision-makers in the
development of policies that promote and support multi-modal, sustainable transportation
solutions.

GOAL3
To address the mobility needs of the underserved populations and recommend solutions to meet
those needs
Objective 3. 1
In the development of a balanced multi-modal transportation system that attempts to meet both
individuals and community mobility needs, it is necessary to identify and address the mobility
needs of underserved populations. This goal and its associated objectives seek to fill this gap by
promoting activities designed to identify underserved populations. In addition, the objectives of
this goal also stress the importance of increasing opportunities for unde.rserved population to use
existi ng transportation programs and systems for their mobility needs. Finally, this goal also calls
for the development of new transportation programs specifically designed to address mobility
needs of underserved populations that cannot be met by existing transportation programs.

GOAL4
To create an integrated, countywide, multi-modal transportation system that provides links to the
larger metropolitan community.
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Objectives 4.1
This goal builds on the efforts outlined in the previous goal by providing implementable activities
designed to provide the foundation for an integrated, countywide multi-modal transportation
system. The objectives developed to accomplish this goal call for the development of a plan for
development of a comprehensive mobility network that is coordinated by a single
agency/operation. An important component in the concept of a comprehensive mobility network is
a centralized information and referral center that provides tri p-planning assistance. This goal also
calls for the development of an ITS plan for the review and application of technologies necessary
for the creation of an integrated, countywide, multi-modal transportation system.
GOAL S
To promote future-oriented transit designs coord inated with the local environment, land uses, and
surface transportation systems.
Objective 5.1
This goal acknowledges the importance of preserving the natural environment in Sarasota County.
Towards this end, these goals and objectives focus on the provision of infrastructure and amenities
that will facilitate greater use of environment friendly transportation alternatives to the personal
vehicle. Infrastructure that encourages use of transit and non-motorized forms of transport include
sidewalk, curb cuts, and bike lanes and shoulders. The objectives also call for the installation of
passenger amenities at bus stops and transfer centers to increase passenger comfort, such as
benches, shelters, passenger information, and telephones. Finally, the objectives associated with
this goal advocate collaboration with local municipalities and neighboring counties in the
development of transportation alternatives that are consistent with community goals and values.
GOAL6
To secure funding sources dedicated to the enhancement of mobility within the community.
Objective 6.1
This goal focuses most importantly on the long-term financial feasibility of the comprehensive
mobility network envisioned in STEP. Towards this end, the objectives of this goal seek to secure a
fund ing source dedicated to the enhancement of mobility in the community. In add ition, the
objectives call for increased local financial support for transportation services designed to improve
mobility for underserved populations. Finally, the importance of innovative publidprivate
partnersh ips is highlighted in relation to the fund ing and implementation of an integrated
countywide, multi-modal transportation system.
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3.3 SCAT PROFILE
Overview

The Sarasota County Transportation Authority functionally operates as Transit Services within the
Public works Business center of Sarasota County Government. The transit system is informally
known as the Sarasota County Area Transit (SCAT) bus system (3). Their mission statement is to
provide quality, rei iable, cost effective public transportation services for the benefit of residents and
visitors of Sarasota County to ensure personal mobility and enhance their quality of life (4). The
total fleet size is 45 buses all of which are wheelchair lift equipped. SCAT operates Monday
through Saturday, approximately 6:00am to 7:00pm. There is also an express bus route in service
during morning and evening commuter rush hours Monday thru friday. Complementary para·
transit service is provided through SCAT+ Plus (formerly, Sen ior friendship Center) for those who
cannot use SCAT buses to make their trips. SCAT routes operate Countywide from SarasotaBradenton Airport in the north to North Port and Englewood in the south, a distance of 40 miles.
Figures 4 and 5 illustrate SCAT's route in both northern and southern Sarasota County respectively
(4). More than 94 percent of Sarasota County's population is now within 1/2 mile of a SCAT bus

route.
Organizational Chart
There are currently twenty-eight positions available in the transit division of SCAT (5). A couple of
these positions have require more than one employee, like the operation supervisor position which
requires seven employees, and the bus operators position which requires seventy-nine employees.
Almost all the positions are currently filled with the exception of a few, which include
Administrative Assistant II, Equipment Technician, and Customer Service Representative positions.
The hierarchy flows from the General Transit Manager to the Administrative Coordinator and the
Administrative Assistant Ill. The division is then broken down into three major parts, namely the
transit operations department, finance department, and the equipment operations department.
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Figure 3: SCAT Route Map (Northern County)
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Figure 4: SCAT Routt Mat> (Southtrn County)
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SCAT Services
The following services are currently being offered

by SCAT (4):

Fixed Route
SCAT's fixed route provides service along the following routes.

'
Table 2: SCAT Fixed Route Services

1

Fruitville Road

2

Art School

3

Pine Craft

4

Lido

5

Osprey-Swift

6

Beneva

7

Nev.rtown NE Plaza

8
9

North Port

10

No route Currently Assigned

11

Siesta Key

12

North Lockwood

14

Bee Ridge

15

Airport/cattlemen

16

Englewood

17

Trail

18

Longboat

19

Price BLVD

Express
The SCAT Express provides service along the express routes nine and sixteen, which runs via
Ringling Boulevard, Cattlemen Road, 1-75 and jacaranda Boulevard.
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Sarasota Trolleys
The Sarasota trolleys allow customers to enjoy the view of downtown Sarasota, while conveniently
and comfortably riding to their destination via one of the SCAT's trolley car reproductions. The
trolley buses are air-conditioned and equipped to transport up to two wheelchair riders. Table 3
shows the types of trolleys offered duri ng the week.
Tabl e 3: Sarasota Trollevs
Route

Sarasota Trolleys

Monday - Friday
Saturday
Monday • Saturday

Downtown loop
Downtown Loop
Scenic Loop

V-Route
The V-Route is a traditional fixed-bus, public transportation service. It services specified streets
throughout Venice Island from East Tampa Avenue to Publix on U .S Business 41 and to jacaranda
Plaza Monday through Saturday from 6:00am to 6:35pm.
SCAT-About
The SCAT-About service is designed as an alternative to the "V-route• and provides service to the
entire Island of Venice (except Caspersen Beach) Monday through Saturday from 6:00am to
7:oopm". Reservations for this service are guaranteed if made at least 24 hours in advance or prior
to 2.00pm the day before a scheduled trip.
SCAT +Plus
The SCAT + Plus service is comprised of two programs, namely:

Transoortation

Disadvanta~ed

SCAT + Plus provides specialized door-t<Hioor transportation for those individuals who, because of
a disability, age or any other reason are dependent on others and are physically unable to access
the SCAT fixed-bus route system. On occasion private providers contracted w ith SCAT+ Plus will
be used when necessary

Medicaid Bus Pass ProRram
Sarasota County Area Transit offers individuals meeting the criteria under the Medicaid Program a
special Medicaid bus pass. For a m inimum cost of $2.00 per month the Medicaid bus pass allows
unlimited trips on the SCAT fixed bus route system.

ADA Bus Pass Program
This program offers free monthly passes for silver card clients who voluntarily refrain from using
the SCAT+ Plus system. Silver card clients are eligible for door-t<Hioor fixed-route transit services.
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Fare Policy
Table 4 is a summary of the fare policy of SCAT (4).

.

Tbl
a e 4 SCATFare PI"
0 ICY

.

.: .

'

.·Se~i<e Provided

.

.
.

. . . .. ' . '
. . ·.:
..

.

. . ...

Full Fare . • ·,

Basic Fixed..-oute Bus Fare

$0.50

SCAT Express

$1.00

V·Route

$0.50

.

. .

'

SCAT-About

$1 .00

Sarasota Trolley Main Street

$0.25

Sarasota Trolley Scenic

$1.00

Disabled and Senior Citizens Fixed·mute Bus Fare

$0.25

Transportation Disadvantaged Bus Fare

$2.00

Americans with Disabilities Bus Fare

$1 .00

Medicaid Monthly Bus Pass

$2.00

Monthly Unlimited Use Passport

$30.00

20 Ride bus punch card

$10.00

ADA Bus Pass

FREE

.

Discounted monthly bus passport and 20 ride bus punch cards are also available for frequent rides
who are senior citizens, disabled or on Medicare. Discounted monthly bus passports are $15,
while discounted 20 ride bus punch cards are $5. Up to

tvvo children age

5 years or younger may

ride the bus free with each payi ng passenger.
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Performance Measures
Table 5 shows the changes in various performance measures from FY 1999 to FY 2000 (5).

.

Tabl e 5· SCAT Transit Performance Measures from FY 1999 to FY 2000
General Performance Indicators

FY98/99

FY99/2000

Percent Change

Service Area Population

272,00

278,800

2.5%

Passenger Trips

1,607,504

1,620,586

0.8%

Passenger Miles

9,279,654

10,366,340

11.7%

Route Miles

394.4

394.4

0.0%

Total Operating Expense

$4,465,765

$4,966,701

11.2%

Operating Revenue

$1 ,1 62,470

$1 ,096,567

· 5.7~'0

Vehicle Miles Per capita

5.94

6.29

6.1%

Passenger Trips per capita

5.9 1

5.81

-1 .6%

Average Age of Fleet (years)

5.82

6.82

17.2%

Revenue Miles Between Accidents

167,492

96,184

-42.6%

Operating Expense Per Capita

$16.80

$17.81

8.5%

Operating E.pense Per Passenger Trip

$2.78

$3.06

10.3%

Revenue Hours Per Employee

1,103

1,206

9 .3%

EffM:tivoness Measures

Effirioncy Measures

3.4

ISSUES AND TRENDS RELATING TO SCAT

Based on the profile, performance measures and extensive communication with staff and
management the following issues and trends were identified for SCAT.
Increase frequencies on fixed·route system -SCAT is looking at changing the majority of one-hour
frequencies to hal f an hour, either system-wide or on the best performing routes.
Marketing - SCAT is p lanning on expanding and refining marketi ng to improve image, gai n
ridershi p, and widen the potential customer base by targeting various socio-economic groups, such
as the youth market
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Business-t<Hlusiness relationships - Establishing or improving advertising on buses and schedules,
and joint promotional activities.
Transit information - Planning on providing real-time schedule information via telephone, kiosk
and/or computer.
Fleet management- Updating existing communications system, implementing GIS, AVUGPS, and
APCs.
Establishing park-and-ride lots- Working with the MPO and the FDOT, potential park-and-ride lots
have been suggested in conjunction with new express services.
Implement paratransit feeder service to the fixed-route system - Paratransit picks up passengers
and takes them to bus stops. Sixty-four percent of respondents to a recent survey said they would
consider using SCAT if SCAT+ Plus delivered them to the SCAT bus stops.

'
Identify areas with potential for expansion of fixed-route services - Expand routes and obtain
additional buses due to expanded coverage.
Establish alternative fare payment methods - A multi-modal voucher program for transportation
and a SCAT "all-{!ay fare pass" are options.
Enhance SCAT website- Provide real-time information .
Establishing a guaranteed ride home program - This is to be in itiated as part of the new bi<ounty
Commuter Assistance Program being administered by SCAT.
Establish Sunday service.
Increase span of service to 10:30PM
Bus operators cited the following areas for improvement -The night/evening service and increase
of bus frequency were highest priorities. Then installing bus shelters, adding time to schedules,
Sunday service and improved information.

·'kn ·

, tar m ·" s
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3.5 EXISTING APTS AT SCAT
Table 6 shows the extent of deployment of APTS at SCAT.

..

Table 6 Exo
••
stmg APTSAI SCAT
APTS Categories

Status

Deta ils

Transit Management Systems
Transit Operatio ns Software

Communication Systems

Operational in
january 2001

Operational

Installed Trapeze PASS for para-transit
scheduling. Will be installing Trapeze INFO to
assist in trip planning. Wi ll install Trapeze FX·
UTE to assist in providing internal management

controls.
Has 7 voice o nly talk groups (channels) with
County's 800 MgHz radio. It is a Mororola
Astro Di£ital Svstem 3.01MBE.

Electronic Far@ Payment Systems

Magnetic Fare Media

Not functioning

Traveler Information Systems

None

Transit Intelligent Vehicle Initiative

None
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Installed Agent's Farebox in October 2000

4.0 NEEDS ANALYSES
This section contains SCAT APT$ needs analyses. Technologies that address SCAT needs and a
determination of their proven capabilities and interoperability with Sarasota County's ITS Plan and
emerging statewide ITS Architecture were identified . A detailed analyses of the technologies
needed were assessed based on interv iews with SCAT personal, agency issues and trends, SCAT
goals and objectives, and regional ITS architecture. These technologies were ranked and prioritized
by SCAT management.

4.1 POTENTIAL APTS AT SCAT BASED ON INTERVIEWS
Interviews with SCAT employees were conducted in October 2001 to determine the areas that can
benefit from APT$ and what technologies are most highly desired. SCAT para-transit staff,
maintenance staff and a fixed-route driver were interviewed face-to-face. The following is a
summary of needs expressed during the interviews (6):
)>

GPS on buses was called the •best thing (we) can ever get' by one employee.

l> A staff member complained it was hard to adhere to schedules because of heavy congestion on
some corridors. A well-designed BSP system might correct this problem.
)>

A staff member expressed an interest in an automated telephone system that helps with
dispatch calls and reduces instances of lost calls.

l> The maintenance division wanted automation for accountability of fuel usage. A staff member
stated the inventory systems needed improvement.
l> One of the more commonly cited difficulties among many staff members was with the current
fare box system. A state-of-the-art EFP system would solve the continuing problems with bills

>

and c.oins being stuck in fare boxes.
The need to announce stops was a complaint by one of the staff members. If a driver is either
running late or unable to make the announcements it increases the chances they may neglect
to do so. This can lead to customer confusion and dissatisfaction. A PA system with an
annunciator is an APTS solution for this problem.

)>

An Automated Information System with an interactive web page is another key requirement
stated by SCAT employees. Such a site would help further customer support and increase the
customer base's ability to effectively and conveniently utilize the transit system.
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4.2 NEEDS BASED ON SCAT AGENCY ISSUES
Table 7 summarizes SCAT agency needs based on its current issues.

.

Table 7· Technology for SCAT Issues
Agency Issues
candidate APTS Techno!OiiY
\.Viden the potential customer base to various socio- Real ..ti me information has the potential to improve
transit service and visibility w ithin the community.
economic arouos such as vouth markets
Update existing communications
Improve existing communication system to voice and
data.
Working with the MPO and FOOT to establish P<~ r k- Real-time information with TCP soflware at the park
a nd-ride lots
and ride lots would make them more convenient fOt

users.
Implement paratransit
route system

fe-ech~r

service to the fixed·

CAD software w ith TCP software will help
passengers make a transfer to a connectic\g bus and

current schedule adherence more reliable.
Establ ish alternative fare payment methods

Enhance SCAT website
Establishing a guaranteed ride home program

A working EFP system with a multi-modal voucher
prowam for transportation and a SCAT 'ali-day fare
I oass" are octions.
Provide real·time information.
Dynamic ridesharing program would facilitate and
increase the use of SCAT.

4.3 NEEDS BASED ON SCAT GOALS
SCAT goals along w ith the technology that has the potential to address a particular goal are
tabulated below.
Table 8·• Technologies Based on SCAT Goals
Goal
Candidate APTS Technol02v
Goal 1: Increase community awareness of Traveler Information Systems - Real-time i nformation
transportation alternatives in relation to the stated has the potential to improved transit service and
need for a balanced multi-modal transportation visibility within the community.
system.
Goal 2: Recommend public policies that support a AVUGPS with CAD!rCP and Traveler lnfO<mation
Systems - Facil itates and increases the use of publ ic
balanced multi-modal transportation system.
transportation.
Annunciators on buses and Transit Accessibi lity
Goal 3: Address the mobility needs of the
Systems - Increases compliance with the ADA and
underserved populations and recommend solutions
improves ttansit service to the transportation
to meet those needs.
disadvantaged .
Goal 4: Create an integrated, countywide, multi- AVUGPS, CAD!rCP, Traveler Information Systems
modal transpO<tation system that provides links to and EFP Systems- Facil itates and i ncreases the use of
the larger metropol itan community.
publ ic transportatiOil.
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...

:.., .. ..,..~·,

:

Transportation Demand Management combined with

Goal 5: To promote future-oriented transit designs
coordinated with the local environment, land uses, EFP Systems - increases customer convenience and
reduces the amount of automobile travel on the
and surface transportatio n systems.
roadways.
AVUGPS, CAD/TCP, Traveler Information Systems
Goal 6: To,secure funding sources dedicated to the
and EFP Systems - Fad litates and increases the use of
enhancement of mobility within the community.
public transportation hence increasing mobility.

4.4 FOOT DISTRICT ONE ITS ARCHITECTURE
Jaffe Engineering, along with Kimley-Horn & Associates, Inc., developed the Florida Department of
Transportation (FOOT) Statewide ITS Architecture based on the National ITS Architecture and the
Florida ITS Strategic Plan.
The arch itecture is defi ned by districts on their website,
http://www.jeng.com/florida/Default.htm. Each District has its own architecture interconnect
d iagram that is based on the needs of the stakeholders and the local jurisdictions within that
particular region of the state. SCAT falls within the j urisdiction of District One (7).
The District One ITS Architecture interconnects multiple organizations, within its boundaries.
These organizations crisscross between counties, cities and MPOs. As with many of the defined
state architectures, District One includes many customized market packages. Market packages are
considered on ITS building blocks. The transit related market packages prioritized in the District
One Architecture are summarized below and tabulated in Table 9:
Transit vehicle tracking - The transit vehicle tracking for Sarasota County (both transit and
paratransit) currently has transit schedules and fare information accessible from web sites. In the
future, transit passenger.s will make requests for service via these web sites. As a result, dispatch
would need to be able to receive and process the request to the transit vehicle.<, which in turn
would need to be able to accept the information. This would require transit vehicle location and
schedule performance information . Related to transit vehicle tracking are transit traveler
information services. These would entail enhancing the websites to provide detailed transit
information and handle the requests.
Transit fixed route operations -These require interaction between traffic management, transit
management, and the transit vehicle and driver. The technologies needed are traffic information for
transit, driver availability, route assignment, vehicle schedule performance, and driver instructions.
The various areas involved would all need to process and receive this information. Demand
response for county paratransit requires the same types of hardware and information, with the
difference of servicing requests for transit rather than schedules.
Transit security and maintenan<:e - This currently has little APTS applications. Emergency
notification is present on transit, however emergency data and acknowledgement is needed by the
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county emergency center, as well as SCAT's security. The vehicles also require emergency
acknowledgement. In the field of maintenance, transit management and personnel require vehicle
condition information, maintenance status, and work schedule. The transit vehicle should
to transmi t vehi cle conditi ons via on-board maintenance.

be able

Mult i -modal coordination - In terms of signal priority requires significant APTS. Transit
management needs vehicle schedule performance, while the vehicle itself must make the priority
request. The traffic control equipment (operated by City of Sara.sota) must then accept the request,
followed by traffic management via the TMC processing and executing the request. The multimodal coordinati on as it relates to transit schedule coordination is also complex. TRMS is currently
in place in Collier County, LeeTran, inter-city bus services, SCAT, and MCAT. To further the
service options, transit multi-modal information is needed between LeeTran bus high-speed ferry
system, Southwest Florida international airport, SCAT, MCAT, and Sarasota/Bradenton international
airport.

s

Kegiona Arc h itecture
Tab le 9: P anned APTS for CAT in R
Type of Market
Package

Participating Area

Existing Flow

Planned/Future Flow

Transit Vehicle

•

Information Service Provider
Private sector traveler
information services

Transit and fare

•

Transit information request

•
•

Local agency web sites
Transit Management (SCAT
Dispatch: Transit center
tracking and dispatch)
Transit Vehicle (SCAT transit
vehicles: On-board trip

•
•

Transit information request

Tracking (SCAT)

•

•

schedules

Transit and fare

schedule<

•
•

•

Tra1'1sit vehicle schedule performance

Transit and fare
schedules

•

Transit information request

Transit and fare

•

Transit information request
Transit vehicle location data
Transit vehicle schedule performance
Transit vehicle location data

monitoring)
Transit Vehicle

Tracking (County
Paratransit

Systems)

•

Information Service Provider
Pfivare sector travelet
information services

•
•

local agency web sites

•

Transit Vehicle (County

•

Transit Management (County
paratransit systems: Transit
center tracking and dispatch)
paratransit vehicles:

schedules

•

•
•

On~

board trip monitoring)
Transit F ixed~
Route Operations

Transit vehicle location data
Transit vehicle schedule oerformance
Transit vehicle location data

Traffic Management

($CAT)
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•
•

Transit vehicle schedule performance

•

Traffic information for transit

_,:,.:

..

_,.,..

...,,' :-:~;;:,::_,-,::;- ..
.':' -·.

~; : .,.,.. -.\f.ai1· .

. -"

_

• .. _. · !,'Y"; :•

·. :·~:-

• """'
Dispatch:
•

Response Transit
Operations

(County
Paratransit)

(SCAT)

•

Transit
(SCAT transit
vehicles: On-board fixed

•

Transit Management (County

paratransit systems:

•

Ttansit center Para uanslt

•

Transi~

•

"'

•;r Management

.... ..
~

r.

...

Dispatch: Transit center
'"~'";"''

•
Transit
Maintenance

vehicles:

Transit driver availability
Route assignment

•
•
•

Transit
Route assignment

•

Driver instructions

•

Transit driver availability

•

Route assignment

•

"

'"<"'

On-b~~r~:nsit

.

.,,,.

•

Route assignment

•
•

Transit emergency data

•

Transit emergency data

Transit emergency coordination data

•

Transit emergency coordination data

•

Emergency acknowledgement

•

Transit vehicle conditions
Maintenance status

•

•

Transit Maintenance
Personr1el

•

"
, (SCAT
vehicles: On·board

• """"

•

Transit Management t:>'--"' r
Dispatch: Transit center

•

•

Transit Vehicle (SCAT transit
vehicles: On-board transit

•

ere,;·

7
,

ner e

7

sa, ft·i

status

Transit v~·ork schedule

..,

Transit vehicle schedule performance

performance
""
"
• Local signal priority request

•
•

traffic control equipment and
Sarasota County traffic
control equipment: Roadside

* zw~

M

•

• Roadway (City of Sarasota

3

avai

•
• Transit work schedule

maintenance}

3

.

•

.,

~
(SCAT
Dispatch: Tra1\Sit garage

•

(SCAD

Coordination Signal Priority
(SCAn

•

operations

• Transit Management (SCAT

I

, for .• • ,

•

Transit Drivers

•

.,

_.

•

Transit center fixed route
operations

•
•

1{'\r \S:''
:· ·~:;•'\.::'::
., . -

!,
"'·

1·.·: ; ~.: lf~l

3 2
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nest ..

7

Local
priority request
Request for right of way

sttcrnE

t

rtetr

3
I

Type of Market
Packa~e

Par1icipatlng Area

•

Existing Row

Traffic Management (City of

Planned/ Future Flow

•

Request for r ight of way

•

Transit multi-modal information

Sarasota traffic signal co nrrol
system and Sarasota Co unty
traffic signal control syS-tem :

TMC multi·modal
coordination)
Multi-Modal
Coordinatio n -

•

Transit Schedule
Coord inatio n

Transit Management (Co llier
County deviated fixed route

TRMS
coordination

system: Transit center multi·

•

modal coordinatio n)
Transit Managemer1t
(leeTran fixed route tra1\Sit

TRMS
coordination

d ispatch system: Transit
center multi -modal

coordi nation)

•

•

Transit Management (Intercity bus service: Transit
center multi-moda\

TRMS
coor dination

coordination)
Multi-Modal Transportatio n

• Transit m ulti-modal information

Serv ice Provider (Buque bus

high speed ferry
system/LeeTran inter-modal
center/ Southwest Florida
international airport)

•
•
•

Transit Management (SCAT

TRMS

dispatch: Transit ce1Het'
multi-modal coordination)

coordination

Transit Management (MCAT

TRMS

dispatch: Transit center
multi-modal coordinatiOn)

coordi nation

M ulti--modal Transpor tation
Service Provider

•

Transit murti-modal information

•

Transit multi-modal information

•

Transit m ulti-modal information

•

Transit informatio n request

(Sarasotalllradenton
internatio nal airport)
Transit Traveler
Information

(SCAT)

•
•
•

Information Service Provider

Transit and fare

(local age ncy web pages)

schedules

Transit Management (Scat

d ispatc h: Transit center
information service)
lnfOtmation Service Provider
(Private sector travelet
information services}

•

Transit a nd fare sc hedules

•

Transit information request
Transit and fare schedules

•

Note: For deta1led d1agra ms of the above market packages refer to
http:// www.je ng.com//florida/districts/D 1/D l .htm
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4.5 CANDIDATE N EEDS BASED ON

ITS A RCHITECTURE

Table 10 is based on the ITS market packages that have been suggested for SCAT. The candidate
APTS technology group is suggested based on existing APTS at SCAT and t he future architecture
flows suggested in table 9.

,,
..

Table 10: A PTS for "CAT~

..,r.

- ; · ·: . ·

II

CAT
Information

I SCAT
Transit Management

•

•

•
•
•
•
•

~il

•
•

.

: to

.. .

:._11

:s

.: Reason (Future Arch1tectu!e'Fiow)/ . . Canaidaie;APTS Technoiogy Group

•

"Q ..,. .... v ..
Transit schedules

•

systems"'
Computer upgrade
Transit Operations Software
CAD and Itinerary planning

•

~
I
~I'"' QUVU>

•
•

T1
. " "V"
Vehicle location data
Driver availability and instructions
Vehicle schedule performance

•
•

•
Local signal."' ,.,;,~;~equest
Multi-modal information and
coordination

•

•
•
•
•

SCAT

Transit Management

•

•

•
Management

•
•

•
I SCAT Plus
Transit .
"b'

•

•

I

"'V" >
"'' ""'"
Maintenance status
Transit work schedule

emergency data
Emergency coordination data

~

•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Route assignment

•
•
•

Notes:

1. Real-time information systems include the following
Pre-4rlp Information Systems

In-terminal and Wayside Information Systems
In-vehicle Information System
2. AVL includes the following:
Tracking unit includes GPS antenna and cable
Mobile Data Terminal
Workstations

=======·
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'ttl: '1n'ora S

' iluv•

a sm:it · n a

Automatic Vehicle Location"'
CAD and Itinerary planning
systems
tttPr

,f(TSP)
Transi t
TSP
"'
Ti ming strategies
AVL"'
l ilY
component
monitori ng
Engine temperature
Oi I pressure conditions
On ~
..1
"''
'-V"""volit
AVL121
' ""VO
systems"'
AVlrn
Transit Operations Software
CAD and Itinerary planning

'

:
4.6

PRIORITIZED SUMMARY OF NEEDS

Table 11 lists the prioritized summary of needs. The findings from staff interviews, SCAT goals,
SCAT issues and the ITS A rchitecture for the region were presented to SCAT management. Based
on the findings, management prioritized the APTS technologies as shown below. The ranking
guidelines for t he tables are as follows:

J> 0 J> 1 J> 2 J> 3 )>

Do not want to rank at t his time
Immediate Need (1-2 Years)
Short-term Need (1-5 Years)
Mid-term Need {5-10 Years)

4 - Long-term Need {1 0-20 Years)

Tabl e 11: ProorottzedSummarvof A PTS Tec hno ogies
Major APTS Categories

I

Rank

Transit Management Systems - improves servi~
. Automatic Vehicle location (AVL) System - backbone of APTS

1

. Automated Passenge< Counters {APC) - improves transit info.

2

. Transit Operations Software- improve operatinR efficiency

1

. Vehicle Component Monitorina- imorove operatinl! elliciencv

3

. On Board Safety Features - increase safety

2
2

. Advanced Communication System- improve information
. Bus Signal PriOfity - improves operaang efficiency

II

2/3

Advanced Traveler Information Svstems- increase reliability

. Itinerary Planning Systems - increase reliability

. CSRIIVR- Telephone System· improve customer convenience

2
2
3
2
3

Electronic Fare Pavment ~~ems · inJprove se<:uritv of revenue

1

. Real· time Information Svstems - increase ridershiJ>
. Transit Accessibility Systems- improve customer convenience
. \+Vebsite • improve cuszomer convenience

Ill

Comments
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Fixed-route and paratransit

(congested corridors 2;
non-congested corridors3)

IV

Transportation Demand Management- better management

3

. Automated Service Coordination

3
3
3

. Transportation Management Centers
. Manage oark and ride lots

v

Transit Intelligent Vehicle Initiative- increase safety

3/2

(paratransit 2· fixed-route 3)

Notes: Text in italics denotes possibilities by that particular technology.

I mmediate Needs (1-2 Years)
An Automatic Vehicle Location/Monitoring <AVUAVM) system (with Mobile Data Terminals (MDT)
and advanced vehicle and control center communication systems) is the most immediate need (1-2
years). These technologies require a centralized operations control and dispatch center with
schedule adherence monitoring abilities. A Computer Aided Dispatch (CAD) with Transfer
Connection Protection (TCP) software assists real-time traffic information in addition to easing
scheduling. AVL system and CAD would improve scheduling and dispatch. An existing electronic
fare-box system that can use magnetic stripe fare media is awaiting modifications for
implementation. Smart card fare media and electronic vending outlets are the anticipated upgrades
for the electronic fare-box system within 1-2 years. This would eliminate any problems with the
machines not accepting bil ls by using smart cards. Smart cards also help increase transit usability as
people need not worry about always having money on hand. Transit operations software for both
fixed route and paratransit services are needed to improve operating efficiency in the immediate
future.
The following is a summary of immediate needs for SCAT:
Automatic Vehicle Location
l> Transit Operations Software
l>
l>

Electronic Fare Payment Systems

Short-Term Needs (1·5 Years)
Automated Passenger Counters (APO, On-Board Safety Features and an upgrade to the existing
communication system are identified as short-term needs (1 -5 years). An itinerary planning system
and an updated Website (providing real-time bus information) are also needed in the short term.
This enables transit customers to know exactly when the vehicle will arrive, even if it is running
beh ind schedule. One of the rider's most frequently cited problems is not knowing when the bus
will arrive. To help increase safety, Transit lVI for paratransit service is recommended within the
next five years. It would also help assist in gathering data to better time the routes. Bus signal
priority on congested corridors is also identified as a short term need.
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The following is summary of short-term needs for SCAT:
~

Automatic Passenger Counters

~

O n-board Safety Components

J>

Advanced Communication Systems
Bus Signal Priority
Itinerary Planning Systems

~

J>
~

Real-time Information Systems
;;. Website Design
Mid-Term Needs (5·10 Years)
Transit accessibil ity systems are needed in the mid-term (5- 10 years). Transit accessibility systems
use technology to help solve problems of transit access for persons with sensory and cognitive
impairments. A vehicle component moni toring (to gauge engine temperature, oi l pressure
conditions etc.) system for each vehicle is suggested as a mid-term need. Transportation Demand
Management (TOM) areas of automated serv ice coordination, transportation management centers
and managed park and ride lots are also needed within the next 5-10 years. Transit lVI
technologies for fixed route buses are recommended w ithin the next ten years.
The following is a summary of mid-term needs for SCAT:
J;. Vehicle Component Monitoring
J;.

Transit Accessibility Systems

>

CSRIIVR - Telephone System
Transportation Demand Management
Automated Service Coordination

>
»
»

Parki ng Management
J> Transit Intelligent Vehicle Initiative

Long·Term Needs
As the technologies are changing rapidly, there are currently no suggested long-term (beyond 10
years) needs for SCAT.
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5.0 PROFILES OF TECHNOLOGIES
5.1 IMMEDIATE NEEDS TECHNOLOGIES
Technologies identified in the previous section based on SCAT immediate needs are outlined
below. This section outlines their proven capabilities, state-of-the-art, and challenges to SCAT
deployment for each of the prioritized technologies.
AUTOMATIC VEHICLE LOCATION SYSTEMS
Description
AVL systems are computer-based vehicle tracking systems that use electronic tags and a positioning
system-CPS, Sign Post and Odometer, Dead-Reckoning, or Combination to monitor vehicle
locations in real-time. Veh icle location is determined by the AVL system and transmitted at regular
intervals to the transit dispatch center (8). AVL is used for various purposes ranging from
· emergency location of vehicles, to fleet management and monitoring, and data collection. They
normally come equipped with a mobile data terminal (MDT) for the driver to communicate with
dispatch, and to get direct feedback on on-time stdtus. In the case of paratransit, the mobile data
terminal can give a driver his or her itinerary, including updates, such as cancellations, and sameday booked trips. The dispatch center usually contains one or more staffed dispatch stations. Each
dispatcher usually has two screens, one with a computerized map showing the current locations
and status of all vehicles in service (covered by the AVL), and one which can display a variety of
information including communications with other drivers. Recent studies indicate that there are
nearly 75 transit systems in the U.S and at least six Canadian transit authorities that have AVL
systems operational, under installation, or under planned implementation (8).
An automated vehicle tracking system is made possible by navigational technologies such as GPS.
The following table summarizes the function, benefits and disadvantages of the CPS component in
an AVL system (8).

r
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Table 12· Overview of AVLJGPS
Technology
Global
Positioning

How it Operates
)>

Advantages

A network of satellites in orbit

)>

Can be operated

""

Tall bu ildings,

System (and

transmits signals to the
ground. Special receivers on

)>

Differential
GPS)

each vehicle read the signals
available to them and

GPS signals can
be received.

tunnels, or
overpasses

)>

triangulate to determine

Does nor require
purchase,

c.an block
signals.

location.
If the agency expects there to

installation, or
maintenance of

be long periods between GPS
readings, sometimes
supplemented w ith odometer

wayside
equipment.
Very accurate

);.

anywhere.

Disadvantages

)>

readings or even more

(especially
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State-of-the-Art
The number of operational systems and the total number of agencies operating, installing, or
planning AVL has increased many-fold in the last ten years !8). In 1991, it was identified that only
four transit agencies had operational AVL systems in the U nited States, and only nine more were
installing or planning AVL systems. By 1999, 61 agencies operated AVL systems, and another 93
were installing or planning such systems.
In addition to the increase in number of implementations, there also has been a great shift in the
location technology used - away from signpost and odometer and towards GPS. Signpost and
odometer systems drop from more than 40 percent of the total in the early nineties to less than ten
percent in 1999. GPS/DGPS systems increase from 25-30 percent to about 70 percent over the
same period (8). Further, given the AVL systems available to those agencies now out to bid, it is
likely that a high percentage of the "unknown/other• w ill become GPS/DGPS systems. This trend is
even more remarkable as GPS wasn't fully available until the early 1990s when all of the satellites
were placed into orbit.
Challenges to SCAT Deployment
There are several challenges to the procurement of AVL systems !8).
li> The first is their cost. Systems cost vaJy substantially, with a median of around $8,000 per

vehicle.
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}>

Secondly, the customization of software required to successfully operate the AYL system at
each location has been a problem and the major cause of implementation delays.
Finally acceptance of AYL systems by bus drivers and d ispatchers used to the old manner of
operations can be d ifficult. Many drivers are hesitant about a system that can track their bus's

every move.
TRANSIT OPERATIONS SOFTWARE

Even though SCAT is currently deploying some aspects of transit operations software, the following
technologies are featured for future consideration (8).
Transit operations software applications help transit agencies with:
)> Route planning
}> Driver scheduling
)>

Vehicle assignments

CAD combined w ith some form of AYL is the most popular form of transit operations software.
AVUCAD gives transi t properties real-time data capabilities in ways that were previously
impossible such as:
}> Monitor
)>

)>

Supervise
Control operations

Operations Software for Fixed-Route Bus Operations
This is a major component of transit operations software. It involves the use of CAD systems
application on fixed-route bus operations. Transit agencies use this software for bus serv ice and
operations planning. Customers benefit from better itinerary planning and transfer connections. A
number of transit agencies and their vendors have implemented or are developing modules that

will expand the capabilities of vehicle location and dispatch systems to provide data for other
agency functions such passenger transfer management. Because a large portion of SCAT passengers
use intra-agency transfers, these components would be very useful.

Technology Description
CAD fixed;oute software falls into four primary categories, which are described in detail below:
)>

)>
)>

>

Transfer connection protection software;
Expert systems for service restoration;
Itinerary planning systems; and
Servic~lanning applications
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Transfer Connection Protection
TCP software allows bus operators to inform on-board passengers whether they will be able to
make a transfer to a connecting bus given current schedule adherence. The software reduces
dispatchers' workload because connection protection software relies on data rather than voice
communication. Therefore the dispatchers no longer have to be directly involved in the transfer
decision-making process and radio system capacity is freed up. Although connection protection is
still relatively new and the few real installations are for a single agency, the next logical step
appears to be inter-agency and inter-modal connection protection. This would especially be useful
to connect to the Manatee County Area Transit {MCATJ and late arriving transit buses at SCAT
transfer points.
Expert Systems for Service Restoration
Expert systems are computer programs that process historical operating data and business rules to
assist decision-makers in addressing operating problems. While expert systems and related software
tools are already in use in other business environments, they are just beginning to be developed
and deployed in the transit industry. Expert systems for SCAT can be used to resolve service
disruptions includ ing:

J> Dispatchers' real-world knowledge of bus operations;
J> Existi ng operating rules and procedures;
J> A historical database of responses to service d isruptions; and
J> Real-time bus status information from an AVUCAD system
Itinerary Planning Systems
Itinerary planning systems are another trend in transit software development. The function of an
itinerary planning system is to determine the best way for a transit customer to travel from an origi n
to a destination. Itinerary planning systems are indirectly linked to CAD systems because they
depend on the same static route schedule data.
The first automated iti nerary plann ing systems ran on mainframe computers. Systems are now
designed to run on networked PC servers and workstations that integrate itinerary planning, GIS,
and off-the-shelf database software products. Access to many itinerary planning systems is available
now on the Internet. These web applications have graphical user interfaces that allow customers to
plan trips and tailor individual preferences themselves. The graphical nature of the web and the
GIS software platforms used in itinerary planning software allow these systems to provide both textbased directions and detailed maps. The maps may show an overall transit itinerary, directions for
making key transfers, and directions on how to access the transit system by walking from their
origin. Some of the new itinerary planning applications integrate the schedules of multiple transit
agencies, making the programming of such software extremely complex. Contributing to the
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complexity of development is that different agencies often use different scheduling programs.
Further, different agencies change their schedules at different frequencies {e.g., one agency may
change its schedules every three months, while another agency, every six months). The next phase
in the development of itinerary planning system appears to be the incorporation of real-time
information from AVUCAD systems and incident reporting and management systems.
Service Planning Applications
Service planning applications are used to analyze the efficiency of fixed-route operations using data
from AVLJCAD systems. Service planning applications can perform the following functions:
J> Provide an average of running time between time points to determine which route segments
are not performing to schedule, by how much, and why;

J> calculate measures of headway and running time variability to determine where service and
scheduling should be adjusted for efficiency and as a measure of customer service;
J> Develop new performance measures on an as-needed basis; and
J> Map the analysis for visual evaluation based on geographical referencing.
A key feature of all CAD systems is their ability to manage communications in concert with MDT,
with some processing and control functions distributed to the MDT. The capabil ity to maximize
available radio frequency bandwidth is especially important considering that SCAT still faces
limited w ireless capacity.
State-of-the-Art
For the last five years the use of transit operations software has fo~"tJsed on increasing service
reliability, improving customer service, improving safety, and increasing operational efficiency. To
a large degree, agencies are still learning how to fully utilize these technologies and their
capabilities. SCAT could use AVlfCAD to monitor on-time status of buses and track their actual
location. Exception reporting, programmed into AVUCAD systems, helps streamline this process.
Dispatchers are able to more quickly spot operating problems and initiate service restoration.
However, limitations still exist in how effectively dispatchers use these new sources of information.
For example, even with good information, it is a d ifficult task to institute some service restoration
strategies that involve more than a few buses or rou1es.
An important advance in CAD is the advent of fixed-route deviation software, which allows buses
to deviate up to 3/4 mile away from the standard route. This scheduling and dispatching
application schedules route-deviation service from pre-defined patterns to accommodate passenger
requests. How much a trip can deviate from its schedule is controlled by slack running time added
at bus stops and by a defined perimeter of the service area.
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SCAT could find better uses of AVLJCAD data in expert systems, itinerary planning software, and
other systems that can effectively use real-time or historical information about operations.
Challenges to SCAT Deployment
The technical challenges related to software implementation include:
Because SCAT is currently deploying Trapeze transit operations software package, retrofitting

»»-

future upgrades to Trapeze would need to be carefully considered.
The data structures of an AVLJCAO server can be incompatible with that of SCAT agency
scheduling system. This makes it d ifficult to match the protocols and formats of the two
systems, a necessary precursor for CAD software to use schedule data in its adherence
calculations.

';>

>

SCAT agency schedule files may not contain certain pieces of information that are needed to
integrate w ith CAD software. This can require SCAT to provide additional data to allow the
software to function correctly. The additional information may concern such data points as the
schedule details of deadhead trips, pull·ins, pull-outs, layovers times, or layover points.
Vehicle location algorithms can be too sensitive. For example, a vehicle might be noted as off.
route by merely pulling into a curbside bus bay to pick up passengers at a valid stop.

l> Some agencies have experienced difficulties in determining schedule adherence anomalies at
terminals that have different arrival and departure locations, and the ends or beginnings of
routes.

ELECTRONIC fARE PAYMENT SYSTEMS
Each type of fare payment, electronic or not, has its advantages and disadvantages. Comparison of
the advantages and disadvantages of magnetic stripe cards, smart cards, as well as other fare media
commonly used by transit agencies, is shown in the table below (8).
Table 13: Fare Media Advantages and Disadvanta2es
Advanta2es

Disadvanta2es

Cash and tokens
)> Simplest form of payment
)> Most widely used
)>

Most widely
customers

available

Cash and tokens
);.
);.

to

);.

)>

Most expensive form of payment to process
Highly susceptible to theft
High exposure to fraud
State-of-the-art cash and token collection equipment is
complex
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Advantages

Disadvantages

Paeer passes and tickets
> Inexpensive to purchase stock
)> Easi ly
combined w ith other

Paeer passes and tickets:
> Susceptible to fraud
)>

payment technology, such as
magnetic stripe and optical
coating

)>

Labor intensive
Pre-printed stock needs to be treated like a currency

Magnetic striee cards

Magnetic stripe cards

)>

)>

)>

Proven technology
Inexpensive media
Can be combined with printing

)>

Support a high number of uses

)>

Susceptible to accidental erasure
Have a large variance in reliabili ty

)>

More susceptible to fraud than smart cards

)>

)>

)>

'

Smart cards

Smart cards
)> Secure data transfer

)>
)>

)>

Reduces passenger boarding
time and improves transit
schedule adherence

)>

N o physical connection required
for contact less applications

)>

Larger memory capacity
Can perform complex security
validation calcu lations

)>

Require complex equipment
Maintenance intensive

Cost- prohibits use for single ride
Unavailability to low-income customers

(microprocessor card)
High reliability
)> High resistance to fraud
)>

'

SCAT is continuously looking for ways to lower the operational costs of their fare collection
systems. And, also interested in increasing revenue and customer convenience. With these goals in
mind, SCAT can capitalize on the increased automation, security and data capabilities offered by
new fare and data technologies that can be integrated into existing fare collection systems. These
systems combine fare media, such as magnetic stripe cards or smart cards, with electronic
comm unications systems, data processing computers, and data storage systems to more efficiently
collect fares and may also increase revenue by increasing ridership.
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Table 14 Fi1nanc1a
Increased Revenue
Decreased Costs
)>

)>

Shorter and more convenient fare
payment processes may result in
Increased ridership.
Integration with other modes or
operators may enable more customer
discounts and loyalty schemes resulting
in increase ridership and revenue.

)>

Use of electronic fare media decreases
cash/coin handling.
cash/coin collected for fare payment

)>

(i.e., at fare box or fare gate) decreased
or eliminated.
Higher
ticket/fare
sales
value

)>

transactions,
transactions.

resulting

in

fewer

l> Increased transaction data permits l> Automation of fare collection processes
equitable
distribution
of
shared
decreases labor costs.
revenues, and audit trail to protect
aa.ainst employee theft.
l> Increased customer information permits l> Use of products without mechanical or
optimization of fares, schedules, and
moving parts (e.g., ticket \Tansports)
transit services.
increases equipment reliability, reducing
maintenance.
)> Increased media security decreases fraud
levels.

.

Today, fare collection systems are being updated from traditional cash, coin, token, and
magnetically-based systems employing labor intensive processes and limited data collection
capabilities, to soph isticated smart card based systems. Smart cards have the potential to reduce
costs through increased automation while enhancing customer convenience.
Because of all the advantages of a Smart Card, it is strongly recommended that SCAT deploy
Smart Card technology.
Because SCAT is interested in the abi lity to offer innovative customer service provisions to their
riders such as card balance protection and auto load features, the audit trail created by smart card
systems provides this ability to track the value of each card in the system. This also permits SCAT to
offer balance protection services to customers who register their cards. Balance protection services
also require a card to be registered, tying the card number to either the customer's name or to a
personal identification number issued to the customer .
The flexibility offered by the use of smart card systems, permits operators to more easily implement
changes in fare policy by uploading fare changes and multiple fare structures electronically to the
system payment and sales devices. Additionally, this flexibility allows operators to promote
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different products as well as incentives and loyalty d iscounts (for instance, 12 rides for 11, free
transfers) based upon usage. For transaction processing systems, smart cards offer a benefit over
magnetic stripe tickets in terms of security, flexibility and data capacity, but at a higher cost.
For SCAT to migrate from the current magnetically based system to a smart card system would
require a redesign of some of their existing fare payment processes. Some of the changes may
include:
> Automating certain clearinghouse and settlement functions to a private sector partner.
)>

Overlaying of the new, more expensive technology onto the existing fare system without
making any of these changes may add costs that may be difficult to offset with anticipated
benefits.

>

The major cost/benefits w ill be realized by taking the opportunity afforded by integrating the
advanced technology to optimize fare payment and collection processes.

Smart cards, which are much more difficult to counterfeit than paper, coin, or magnetic stripe
tickets, will help reduce incidents of fraud. Smart card security is achieved by combining the
following three basic elements:
> Encryption: the transformation of data that is only readable through the use of a secret key;
)> Authentication: the process of ensuring the message received is the message sent; and
)>

Non-repudiation: guarantees that the message sender cannot deny having sent it.

In addition to enhanced security, maintenance costs with a smart card system should be less.
Especially, since the current magnetic stripe system is not operating fully and jams frequently. This
maintenance process is labor intensive and costly to SCAT. The use of contactless smart cards
decreases the number of mechanical and moving parts required in the turnstiles, fareboxes and
distribution devices. Additionally, eliminating or reducing the use of other system components
such as bill acceptors and coin re<irculation units can lessen the wear and tear on the supporting
infrastructure, resulting in lower maintenance costs.

Technology Description
The main components of systems using smart card based technology are:
> A fare payment system • the infrastructure used to receive value from the fare payment media
and/or check the validity of the media for the current transit trip

>

A fare distribution system· the infrastructure used for the distribution of the payment media, as
well as the distribution of the value that is loaded onto the fare media.

)>

Clearinghouse and back office processing systems· infrastructure used to capture and process
transaction data generated by the fare payment and d istribution systems.
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Within the last ten years, smart card developers and chip manufacturers have developed new card
technology and faster chips. Smart cards have different processing capabilities than traditional
payment systems. These capabi lities include:
)> Memory on ly - simple memory cards store limited amounts of data in preprogrammed formats
and offer little or no security.
)>

Memory with security logic- security logic typically uses some form of access code (as large as
64 bytes) to secure card data.

)>

Memory with microprocessor - microprocessor is capable of processing data, increased
security, with the ability to implement cryptographic algorithms.

The following are non-exdusive examples of popular smart cards in use:
l>
)>

Contact less card
Hybr id card

Dual interface cards
l> Multi-Application cards
l>

Contactless Cards
Electronic payment systems employing smart card technology have two types of communication
interfaces. Contact cards require physical contact between the chip on the card and the
corresponding contact in the card reader. Contactless cards use radio frequency to communicate
with the card reader device and requires no contact between the card and reader . The reader
activates the chip by electromagnetic signal as the reader passes the card. The card can be passive
or active. Passive cards are powered by radio frequency generated from the reader. An active card
is powered from a battery imbedded in the card.
Hybrid Cards
W ithin the industry, the term "hybrid card" is used to define either a card that contains both smart
card and magnetic stripe elements or a card that contains two chips, one, which communicates
through contact type interface, and one which communicates through the contactless interface.
Applications using two different interfaces do not share operating systems or data. Since the two
interfaces do not communicate with each other, a terminal is required to move data from one
interface to the other, thereby limiting the flexibility and use of hybrid card technology.
Dual Interface Cards
Dual interface card technology is sometimes referred to as •combi-card" technology and provides
the physical platform for multi-application card systems involving entities with different functional
requirements. For example, transit operators prefer contactless cards for fare payment transaction
speeds under 0.3 seconds. financial institutions typically require a contact interface that provides
the capabi lity to process complex encryption processes associated with financial applications. Dual
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interface •combi<ard' technology provides a single chip and the same memory that can be
accessed through both contact and contactless card interfaces.
Multi-Application Cards
Multi~pplication systems can accommodate multiple fare types and fare structures including stored

value electronic purses, stored rides, time-based passes as well as discounts and loyalty schemes.
These capabilities allow for the development of multi~pplication card systems.
State-of-the-Art
Transit operators in several U .S. cities are planning to replace their current fare collection systems
with smart card systems. A recent article in Card Technology Magazine stated, •sy 2003, mass
transit riders worldwide will use more than 115 million chip cards to pay transit fares. This number
is up from last year's estimate of 15.1 million.• Transit operators prefer contactless card technology
to contact card technology because it allow s passengers to speed through turnstiles at rates of 30 to
60 per minute. Contactless technology also provides added convenience by sparing cardholders
the trouble of removing the cards from their wallets. This added convenience in turn alleviates
congestion at turnstiles and minimizes long boarding queues.
In addition to faster throughput, smart card systems can be designed to capture more detailed
transaction and revenue data than non smart card systems. The data can be used to evaluate route
planning, peak travel times, ridership statistics and profiles, effectiveness of the distribution
network, and enable more efficient revenue d istribution among operators. Another incentive for
integrating smart card technology is that transit operators want to decrease expenditures on
collecting revenue, and lessen the associated security risks connected with collecting large
amounts of cash and tokens.
Challenges to SCAT Deployment
Migrating from the current payment system (cash, ticket, token, and/or magnetically based system)
to a smart card based system typical ly would require SCAT to redesign some of the existing fare
payment pC'Ocesses. For example, changes in some of the payment system components - readers,
turnstiles, fareboxes, and ticket vending machines - need to be done. This can be costly for SCAT
depending on the amount of equi pment to be installed. If a regional smart card that can work on
Manatee County buses and fast food chains is to be issued, several agencies will need to be
involved. This can pose some challenges since some of the agencies have never cooperated before
with SCAT. Also, to successfully achieve the benefits, many of the institutional aspects of the
revenue collection process must be integrated or at least coordinated. Combining card production,
distribution, and marketing of several agencies can be complex, but it can produce signi ficant cost
savings.
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:::: ::::
5.2 SHORT TERM NEEDS
Technologies identified in the previous chapter based on SCAT short·term needs are outlined
below. This section outlines their proven capabilities, state-of-the-art, and challenges to SCAT
deployment for each of the prioritized technologies.

AUTOMATIC PASSENGER COUNTERS
As the name suggests, Automatic Passenger Counters (APCJ are devices for counting passengers
automatically as they board and as they alight buses at each stop along a route. Studies have
suggested equipping 10 percent of the vehicles in the fleet. The benefits of APCs:
'i> Reduced cost to collect ridership information
'I> Increase in the amount and quality of the information gathered.
'i> Reduce or eliminate the need for manual checkers.
'i> Around 10 percent of the trips can be sampled in a given year which is a much greater number
than any agency samples with manual checkers.
'i> Automatic equipment is less likely to miscount passengers at busy stops.

History
APC systems have been in operation for about 20 years. APCs rely on location information to
maximize their benefits. The first systems came into use when AVL systems were rare, so nearly all
of the older systems needed their own location technology: probably either signpost and odometer,
or dead-reckoning. Since computer technology was far less advanced, all of the first systems used
removable media and manual downloading. These factors made the pioneering systems relatively
expensi ve (between $4,000 and $12,000 per vehicle) to buy, install, operate, and maintai n, both
because of the need for some form of AVL, and because of the manual downloading required. The
older storage media and downloading techniques also were less reliable and more prone to data
loss.
Technology D escription
APCs typically use one of two counting technologies, either treadle mats or infrared beams. Treadle
mats, placed on the steps of the bus, register passengers as they step on a mat, and infrared beams
(mounted either horizontally or vertically), dire<.'ted across the path of boarding and alighting
passengers, register riders when they break the beam. Typically, two mats or two beams are put in
succession, so that a boarding passenger triggers them in a different order than does an alighting
one, allowing the APC to distinguish between boardings and alightings. Other counting
technologies are being developed, such as those employing computer imaging.
An electronic record is created at each bus stop, typically including the following information:
'I> Stop location
'I> Date and time of bus stopping
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:l> Time of doors opening and closing
l> Number of passengers boarding; and number of passengers alighting
These records are grouped by trip, and usually held in storage on the vehicle for a time, until they
are downloaded to a central facility for further processing and use. Location typically is determined
using one of the technologies described in Section 2.1 - Automatic Vehicle Location Systems.
Either the APC system is linked to an operational AVL system employed by the same agency, or the
APC system has its own location equipment.
The means of storing APC data on board the bus varies. Older APC installations tend to depend on
floppy disks or even cassette tapes. Newer systems make use of the cneaper, faster, and higher
capacity computer memory chips. Similarly, older APC installations might rely on physically
transferring the d iskette or tape to transfer the data. Newer systems will either download the data
once a day via short-range microwave link when the vehicle comes back to the garage or in real
time over dedicated radio frequencies.

State-of-the-Art
An APC system procured now is frequently purchased as an add-en to an AVL system. Further, the
storage media used has more capacity than it had several years ago, and the downloading is
automatic. These factors can bring the cost of APCs down to around $1,000 - $1 , 200 per bus (1 ).
Since only a subset of the vehicles need to be equipped with APCs, it could cost as little as $6,000
to equip ten percent of the SCAT fixed route fleet, or less than the cost of one human counter for a
single year, the purcnase of hand-held counters, and ente.-ing the manually collected data into a
database. These economics make APCs a very attractive option .

Challenges to SCAT Deployment
In the past, the cost of APC units was a deterrent to procurement and installation. With the cost
now in the neighborhoOd of $1,000 to $1,200 per bus if included in an AVL installation, this is less
of an obstacle. The cost of an APC without an AVL system will be higher and may still be an
imped iment. Some agencies perceive that the accuracy of APCs is less than desired . SCAT may not
feel they need APCs since registering fareboxes will give them ridership information. The vast
amounts of data APCs produce may exceed SCAT's capabilities to use effectively. APCs eliminate
the need for manual checkers, but SCAT rnay not be able to eliminate these positions or reassign
the personnel to other duties.
Some of these impediments rernain legitimate concerns. However, ind ications are that APCs are
more accurate than manual counts. Additionally, registering fareboxes will not provide boardings
and alightings by stop, information that SCAT could use in their planning and scheduling of bus
routes.
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ON- BOARD SAFETY COMPO N ENTS

The FTA's Safety and Security Program goal is to achieve the highest practical level of safety and
security for all modes of transit. In order to protect passengers, employees, revenues, and property,
all transit systems are encouraged to develop and implement a proactive system security plan . FTA
supports these efforts by developing guidelines, best practices, providing training and by
conducting voluntary audits of individual agencies' security programs (9).
Security is a concern for many agencies and bus drivers, because there is little protection for the
driver or his passengers along the route. A great feature of an AVl system is its ability to
incorporate a silent alarm. The driver is provided with a switch in a discrete location and needs
only to press it if he or she is in danger. Activating the switch initiates a number of activities.
Central control is notified via the communication link that there is an emergency and that the
police should be called. All communications to the bus is cut off, so the assailant is not made
aware an alarm has been activated. Central control can hear everything occurring on the bus and
this can further assess the situation or discount it as a false alarm.
Another important component of on-board safety features is closed circuit television (CCTV).
State of t he Art

If silent alarms are incl uded as part of the AVL package, a transmitter is activated on the bus, much
like in stolen cars, greatly facilitating the police's efforts to locate the bus, especially if it is offroute.
The latest in CCTVs is an integrated digital video time laps/event record ing CCTV system. It is able
to monitor up to four cameras and provides a four-in-{)ne solution, which combines intell igent
digital video technology with motion detection, multiplexing with text insertion, plus remote
access so you can view and analyze information in any way or time or location that the transit
agency chooses (12).
Furthermore, proprietary image authentication ensures that images have not been tampered. Unlike
analogue systems it eliminates the time-consuming task of searching videotape to find specific
events. This digital video can instantly search through digital text. Also, it has the capabil ity to
easily navigate on-screen to select video reports and set alarm conditions, including motion
detection and video signal loss.

Challenges to SCAT Deployment
The primary challenge to on-board safety components is the cost. Also, the commun ication system
should be upgraded to include voice and data before these are deployed .
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ADVANCED COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS
Effective and efficient operation of SCAT rei ies on a system comprised of a good
telecommunications infrastructure and vehicle-based communications technologies. The system
will be used to transmit voice and data between vehicles and operations centers, and to transmit
commands between operators and technologies (8).
The Sarasota County 800 Mg Hz. two-way voice radio system used for fleet management and
vehicle dispatching remains at the heart of SCAT transit operations. It is a Motorola Astro D igital
3.01MBE system, which is designed for voice only. Sarasota County policy is not to include voice
and data on the same channel. There are no future plans for upgrading the current capacity of the
system. Also, different geographic areas within the County have different capacities for example
Englewood has no more capacity for additional .voice channels. In summary, even though the
capacity of the system is there the resources or the technology is not in place to implement
additional voice or high speed data communications. Because there are no immediate plans on the
horizon for expansion of current communication system and because other communication
technologies are needed for implementing the new technologies such as the AVL system and shortrange data links for traffic signal priority it is recommended that SCAT get a separate (from the
County's 800 MgHz. system) state of the art data communication system. Deployment of the
suggested APTS technologies in th is memorandum is a key, contributing factor to communications
capacity constraints at SCAT. The most notable impact comes from AVL systems because they
would regularly transmit location and schedule status information to dispatch centers. Technical
and non-technical developments in the telecommunications industry are creating both
opportunities and challenges for SCAT. Whereas decisions to deploy the previously described
APTS fleet management technologies are more primarily based on benefits and costs to SCAT and
its fleet system, other factors external to the technologies themselves influence the deployment of
APTS communications systems and technologies. Four significant factors are:
)> The rapid technological advances in communications systems, most specifically the trend
toward digital transmission;
J> The availability of radio spec/mm/freq•.ency;
The Federal Communications Commission's frequency rejanni11g policy; and
)> The availability and use of services Sltpplied by private jinns.
)>

Before examining the various APTS communications systems available to SCAT, these external
factors are. discussed. Following this discussion, the specific APTS communications systems and
technologies are addressed.
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Rapid Technological Advances
The widely reported trend toward digital voice and data communications, and away from analog,
continues in all parts of the telecommunications industry, especially in the mobile sector. Digital
wireless communications systems have been proven to extract more capacity from existing
bandwidth, including more efficient radio channel utilization through mixing of voice and data; to
create new services and provide increased functionality; to improve privacy and security; and to
reduce radio frequency interference.
However, the advantages of digital technology have not resulted in widespread replacement of
analog radio systems commonly used in transit agencies. Often, transit agencies making major
communication system upgrades are retaining their analog technology albeit with more
sophisticated equipment that sometimes includes a digital messaging component. The Public Safety
Wireless Advisory Committee (PSWAC), in its 1996 final report to the Federal Communications
Commission (FCC) and the National Telecommunications and Information Administration (NTIA),
suggested that digital technology is essential for data transmission. However, this has not yet
proven enough to create wide-scale change in the transit industry.
Advances in channel access/loading technologies, such as new modulation and encoding
techniques, digital and analog compression algorithms, multiplexing, and trunking are important
developments that apply to the entire mobile telecommunications industry. While many of these
improvements have focused on digital systems, some have also proven applicable to improving the
capacity of analog radio systems.
Cellular d igital packet data (CDPD) has become an important data communications technology for
transit. It is used for transmitting data on cellular phone frequencies using bandwidth that is not
used by voice calls. Some of the reasons CDPD is so popular for wireless data transmission
include:
J> Relatively high data transfer rates (of up to 19.2 Kbps) can be supported by CDPD;
);- Internet Protocol multicast (one-to-many) service, meaning that a base station can broadcast
a message to many recipients simultaneously; and
J> Utilizes 'unused' space on existing cellular networks -

CDPD is also cost-effective for

certain applications.
Spectrum/Frequency Issues
The availability of radio spectrum for use by transit agencies continues to be a significant issue.
Advances in signal processing and other technologies, which make more efficient use of existing
frequencies and make the use of ever higher radio frequencies feasible, have not proven to be a
sufficient expansion of the radio spectrum. The FCC's reliance on allocating available spectrum
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through competitive auctions makes it difficult for transit operators and other public agencies to
compete for available bandwidths. The lack of available spectrum is most severe in dense
metropolitan areas.
There are issues surrounding the use of higher frequencies. In the early 1990s, the FCC began to
aggressively open up markets for services in the 800 and 900 M Hz bands. Although many
continue to successfully operate their lower band radio frequency systems, some transit agencies
have moved into these higher bands for apparently higher performance. The lower radio bands do
have certain characteristics that are not ideal in a crowded radio spectrum with increasing demand
for data transmission .
However, systems based on these frequencies sti ll work, and technology is improving their
performance. Most transit systems still use them. An alternative to using dedicated spectrum for
transit communications is to participate as a partner or customer in a shared communications
system with a public agency, a public safety user, or a commercial customer. Some transit agencies
are choosing this option. Another option is to operate in one of the three unlicensed FCC bands
(that do not require approval from the Government).
Frequency Refarming
The FCC's June 1995 rules requiring frequency refarming could have a number of effects on transit
agencies even though the FCC's rules are being implemented through equipment manufacturers
(and do not apply directly to radio frequency system operators). For example, transit agencies
might need to purchase technically more complex and potentially more expensive radio
equipment. Existing equipment could become obsolete more quickly if the aftermarket supply of
parts and service was mainly concerned with supporting more modern equipment and systems.
Thus far, however, the impact of refarming on the transit industry appears to be minor, although
that does not mean that future FCC actions might not have an impact. One solution being
employed by several transit agencies that could help protect them from refarming is to purchase
software programmable radio equipment when upgrading. Since a complete discussion of
refarming and its potential impact on transit is beyond the scope of this report, readers are referred
to a study that covered these issues in considerable detail.
Data Communication Systems
The deployment of an AVL system for SCAT network would result in the need for increased
capacity to the commun ications systems. Mobile voice and data communication systems for SCAT
would need to include the use of analog, digital, and CDPD. These communication systems are
used for routine activities such as talking to d ispatch, aligning transfers from one bus to another, or
for emergency situations such as bus breakdowns.
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Technology Description
Mobile transit communications systems involve the broadcast of information over Radio Frequency
(RF) waves from a transmitter to receiver. The technology and methods used to perform this
function, which includes both voice and data transmissions, vary widely from trad itional two-way
radios to personal communication system (PCS) devices.
State-of-the-Art
As mentioned above in the description on Rapid Technological Advances, the widely reported trend
toward digital communications has not affected transit as much as expected. In general, transit
agencies have been able to address their RF capacity needs by selectively using the latest
generation in telecommunications technology and services.
Agencies have upgraded their two-way voice systems to increase capacity, functionality, and/or
incorporate data transmission. In some cases, this has been done working with an existing
frequency allocation in a lower band (i.e. less than 800 MHzJ and in other cases using the 800 and
900 MHz bands.
Challenges to SCAT Deployment
As the telecommunications industry continues to grow and change rapidly in both the business and

the personal communications markets, the importance of robust telecommun ications for transit
agencies increases as well. This fast-paced evolution makes it challenging for SCAT to maintain,
enhance, and plan for their w ireless communication needs. Representing such a small share of this
multi-billion dollar per year industry, transit has not typically had a strong voice in its direction.
While many of the emerging services could benefit transit, it is unclear whether transit agencies
will take advantage of them.

BUS SIGNAL PRIORITY
Bus Signal Priority (SSP) is a strategy by which a particular set of vehicles is given preference at
traffic signals, either anytime they arrive at the intersection or only under certain conditions (e.g.,
on-time status, amount of traffic at opposing approaches). Although a transit vehicle does nor
warrant the same urgency as emergency vehicles, which always have priority, there are benefits to
giving a bus priority at a traffic signal under the right conditions. The overall goal should be
maximizing the number of people per hour through the intersection, rather than maximizing the
number of vehicles. Giving buses preference at traffic signals would help achieve that goal (8).
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Technology Description
To activate BSP for buses, a signal (via a sonic or optical pulse) is transmitted from the bus to the
traffic signal controller. Depending upon the phase the traffic signal is in, the controller will either
extend the current green phase or advance the timing of the next green phase. This allows the bus
to pass through the interse<.tion with minimum delay.
State-of-the-Art
Transit vehicles have been given priority at traffic signals for a long time. In the early systems, the
bus transmitted a request directly to the traffic signal, and priority was given. The request was
either automatic or, in some cases, totally at the discretion of the driver. There was no way to
control the granting of priority, based on transit concerns such as the vehicle's on-time status or its
occupancy level, without relying on the driver. However, if inductive loop detectors (available
since the mid-1960s) were placed at the intersection, the granting of transit vehicle priority could
be modified in response to traffic concerns, such as the number of cars waiting at the other
approaches. Modern BSP systems take advantage of other APTS technologies, such as AVL and
CAD. With AVL and CAD, a vehicle's on-time status is easi ly and quickly determined. Using
wireless communications, this request can be transmitted directly from vehicle to traffic signal, or
from vehicle to dispatch to traffic oontrol to traffic signal. Further, if real-time APC data are used,
then the request for priority also could be accepted or rejected based on the number of passengers
on the bus.
Challenges to SCAT Deployment
There are challenges to implementing BSP, which almost always requires cooperation between the
transit authority and the governmental agency in charge of traffic. This means coordinating two
potentially different philosophies, one of which might hold to the principle of maximizing vehicle
throughput rather than people throughput. Another issue is whether Or not to grant priority to an
approaching bus. If a bus is running early, it does not make sense to expedite its travel through the
intersection. However, granting priority to every approaching bus would shorten route travel times,
thereby allowing the agency to change schedules and perhaps, reduce the numbers of buses
required to provide service. The challenge is to achieve this reduced running time without
seriously impacting the flow of other traffic.

ADVANCED TRAVELER INFORMATION SYSTEMS (ATIS)
Traveler information systems fall under the following broad categories (8).
)> Pre-Trip Transit
)> In-Terminal/Wayside Transit Information Systems; and
)>

In-Vehicle Transit Information Systems.
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Pre-Trip Transit
Pre-trip traveler information systems will help SCAT passengers make deci sions about the choice of
transportation mode, route, and departure time before they begin their trip. There are four main
types of pre-trip information:
")> General Service lnformatio11
;;. Itinerary Planning.
-,. Real-Time Information,
")> Multi modal Traveler Information.
W ith General Service lnformatio11, travelers can find route, schedule, and fare information by
phoning the transit center or by transit maps and schedules located on vehicles, by the wayside, or
at transit centers. This is the traditional form of traveler information.
In Itinerary Planning. transit users request an itinerary based on such variables as least travel time,
minimal walking distance, lowest cost, least number of transfers, modal preference (bus or rai l),
and paratransit. Itineraries are given that can include walki ng directions from the origin to the
transit stop, from one stop to another en·route, and from the final transit stop to the final
destination. This was discussed in detailed in Transit Operations Software section.
Real-Time Information is generated by AVL-equipped vehicles and can be accessed by travelers
through kiosks, Web sites, and interactive voice response (IVR) telephone systems. There are two
approaches to presenting transit users with real-time information. One is to display the actual
location of transit vehicles en-route. The second approach is to provide the estimated arrival time
for incoming vehicles at a selected stop or station. This requires supplementary software that uses
the current location of buses together with current traffic conditions to calculate the expected time
of arrival.
Multimodal Traveler Information Systems deliver traffic and transit information to the traveler.
These systems combine real-time and static data from one or more transit services. Agencies have
developed multimodal traveler information systems to promote transit and other commuting
alternatives such as carpooling in order to reduce the number of trips by automobile in regions not
in compl iance with the air quality requirements of the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990. Some
agencies have developed public-private partnerships to provide traffic services. Most of these
partnerships are in urban regions w here transit controls a significant share of the commuter traveler
information market. As with freeway Intelligent Transportation Systems, the availability of quality
real-time information from the public sector drives the collaboration with the pri vate sector in
distributing traveler information.
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Recent improvements to pre-trip transit and multimodal traveler information systems fall into three
general areas:
)> Interactive voice response (IVR) telephone information;

J> Kiosks
J> The Internet (Website Design)
Interactive voice response telephone information systems allow customers to call a single phone
number and navigate a menu for needed information. Previously, transit customer service
operations relied on agents to provide various types of information over the telephone. For many
years, automated telephone information systems assisted agents in answering routine questions.
These new systems eliminate the need for agent involvement in many information requests. This is

a micJ.term need for SCAT.
Kiosks are being deployed in some locations. Transportation agencies have placed kiosks at public
sites to provide transit information to travelers who might not be aware of transit alternatives.
Public-private partnerships are being formed to explore the commercial viability of kiosk networks.
Advertising on the exteriors of kiosks is one approach. The earliest kiosks did not communicate in
real time and sometimes resulted in outdated information. For the size of Sarasota County and
because of the demographics of SCAT passengers, kiosks are not a cost effective option at this
point in time.

The Internet offers an alternative to kiosks for SCAT for increasing public awareness of transit
services and providing transit information. There are several advantages to using the Internet for
transit information.
)> The Internet provides a more suitable browsing environment for itinerary planning.
J> Second, the Internet is also a cost effective alternative to kiosks, which have high capital,
)>

maintenance, and operating costs.
Third, the Internet provides transit users with information 24 hours a day, seven days a
week. In contrast, some kiosks have restricted access, such as those located in shopping
areas.

)>

Additionally, there are normally only a few kiosks available in a transit service area.

Challenges to SCAT Deployment
Interactive voioe response systems do not always have good voice recognition. However, there
have been recent improvements in speech recognition technology. Another difficulty is that some
systems incorporate automated distribution features for information that would be too timeconsuming to provide over the telephone. In these cases, information c.1n be sent via fax or e-mail.
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The Internet is not always the most accessible means of providing transit information since many of
SCAT passengers might not have access to the Internet. In all these cases, displaying the real-time
position of the vehicle en route or esti mating the time of vehicle arrival can be problematic. First,
real-time estimates can be subject to revision. The accuracy of estimation techniques and the need
for ongoing calibration will be important issues for SCAT as real-time information is deployed.
In-Terminal/Wayside Transit I nformation Systems
By providing estimated arrival times at stops and stations to waiting SCAT passengers, anxiety
about when or whether the vehicle will arrive can be eliminated.
Technology Description
Agencies with AVL systems are able to provide real-time in-terminal or wayside transit information.
In some cases the system provides what could be considered both pre-trip and en;oute
information. There are several communications devices that provide traveler information. The
primary devices for in-terminal and wayside systems are:

J> Video monitors
J> Variable message signs (VMS)
Variable message signs may be supplemented w ith audio announcements of the displayed
information. The display may include service announcements or advertising. It is recommended
that SCAT looks into public-private partnerships for offsetting the cost by advertising on the
displays. Real-time in-terminal and wayside information systems require a communications link to
a central computer system that provides the information about upcoming arrivals. The need for a
powerful and good communications infrastructure at widely distributed locations are an important
economic issue for SCAT, because it has several large transit transfer stations and close to 3,000
bus stops.
Video Monitors
Video monitors are used often where a large amount of information needs to be displayed and
where flexibility in using graphics, fonts, and color is needed. A video monitor providing real-time
arrival updatE.s would be less suited for SCAT hence it is not recommended.
Challenges to SCAT Deployment
The challenge to implementing video monitors or variable message signs remains the issue of
getting information to the device. Wireline placement can be difficult and cosdy. W ireless
transmission of information has not yet proven to be consistent enough to handle larger amounts of
data.
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In-Vehicle Transit Information Systems
In-vehicle transit information systems provide useful en route information to SCAT passengers
about their transit trips. As well, they comply w ith the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA),
which requires that vehicle stops at all train stations and key bus stops be announced. SCAT drivers
cited these announcements as one of their main challenge. Automated annunciation systems
relieve the vehicle operator of that responsibil ity by announcing stops, transfer possibilities, and
points of interest automatically, based on the vehicle's location, route, and direction of travel. In
some instances, this information is also provided to passengers via variable message signs placed at
one or more locations in the bus. Although, primarily motivated by support for the disabled, it is
also helpful for those unfamiliar with the route, when the bus is crowded, and when it is difficult to
see outside the vehicle.
Technology Description
Automated announcements are made via the bus publ ic address system. Visual messages are
provided through VMS. Route specific software provides the information to be dispensed. The
precise information to be announced and displayed at a particular time would be determined by
SCAT's AVL system.
State-of-the-Art
Automated in-vehicle information has been installed by a few agencies. While these information
systems need AVL, not all agencies with AVL have included them. Of those that have, more have
installed annunciators than have installed VMS. However, incorporating advertising, as some
agencies are contemplating, could help to defray the cost of the in-vehicle systems.
Challenges to SCAT Deployment
The primary challenge to in-vehicle transit information systems is the cost. This has resulted in few
·
transit agencies deploying these systems.

TRANSIT ACCESSIBILITY SYSTEMS
This section is also included in portions of the ATIS section detailed above. The costs associated
with this section are calculated in the ATIS spreadsheet. Americans With Disabilities Act (ADA)
specifies accessibility guidelines for transit vehicles. This section outlines how technology can be
used to comply with minimum guidelines and requirements for accessibility standards.
For mobility and accessibility it is recommended SCAT provide controls (wheel chair ramps) that
are inter locked with the vehicle brakes, transmission. This ensures that the transit vehicle cannot be
moved when the accessibility system is engaged. Also the fixed route service of SCAT should be
Mi'i
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equipped with a re<:orded or digitized human spee<:h messages (annunciators), to announce stops
and provide other passenger information within the vehicle.
To make the fixed route service more appealing for passengers with disabilities, all fixed route
transit vehicles should have an automatic stop request button adjacent to some seats. This can be
used for requesting stops and which alerts the driver that a mobility aid user wishes to d isembark.
Such a system should provide auditory and visual indications that the request has been made.
Variable message signs are suggested for destination and route signs. The signs should have both
auditory and visual capabilities.

5.3

MID-TERM NEEDS

Technologies identified in the previous chapter based on SCAT mid-term needs are outlined
below. This section outlines their proven capabilities, state-of-the-art, and challenges to SCAT
deployment for each of the prioritized technologies.
VEHICLE COMPONENT MONITORING

Vehicle component monitoring systems assist in the early detection of problems with vehicle
components (e.g. engine, exhaust system) to avoid component failure while vehicle is in use. This
can be part of the AVL package. The commun ication system, in addition to reporting vehicle
location can report the condition of the vehicle. Many aspects of vehicle performance and
condition are already monitored and displayed to the driver, and many more are available to a
mechanic who needs simply to plug the engine into a diagnostic computer. These aspects, or some
relevant subset, can be measured and reported to the dispatcher who can remove the transit
vehicle from service before it breaks down or at least have a bus ready to replace it.
State of the Art
In addition to general location, the dispatcher also receives information about transit vehicle
condition. There are three me<:hanical alarms, which may sound: Low Air (Brakes), Engine
Temperature, or Oil Pressure. If any of these alarms sound, the dispatcher knows that there is a
problem and can immediately send a replacement bus and a mechanic with information about the
condition of the bus. This saves time and helps reduce deviations from schedule. This allows for
problems to be addressed before they become serious. Also, this el iminates the need for gauges
that drivers normally monitor. However, the commercial drivers' license requires that drivers
monitor air pressure.
Challenges to SCAT Deployment
Cost is the most challenging aspect of implementing security features for SCAT vehicles.
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TRANSPORTATION DEMAND MANAGEMENT
Transportation Demand Management (TOM) is a term applied to a broad range of strategies that are
intended to change traveler behavior for the purpose of reducing or reshaping use of the
transportation system (8). The paramount objective of TOM strategies is to reduce the amount of
automobile travel on the roadways by more efficiently utilizing existing transportation resources
and infrastructure. TOM strategies employ ITS technologies to:
Facilitate and increase the use of public transportation, including carpooling, vanpooling,
walking, bicycling, and telecommuting

>
>
>

>

Compress work weeks
Apply congestion pricing programs
Manage parking and apply demand pricing.

TOM strategies frequently combine innovative approaches and advanced technologies in order to
create a more integrated approach to managing · the various problems within a regional
transportation system.
The following TOM strategies utilize ITS technologies:
Dynamic Ridesharing
Also called real-time ridesharing, is a form of carpooling that provides rides for single, one-way
trips rather than for trips made on a regular basis. Dynamic ridesharing can be either a program
organized and run by an official agency, or a system informal ly operated by participants. This latter
setup is called •casual c.arpooling. •
In organized dynamic ridesharing programs, individuals submi t requests for a ride to an operations
center (SCAD or central database, either by telephone, e-mail, or direct input to a system residing
on the Internet. A request may be made for any destination or time of day, but matches are more
likely to be found for travel in peak periods and in principal commute directions. Requests for ride
matches can be made well in advance or close to the time when the ride is desired. A return trip
would be a separate trip request and could be matched with a different driver. The database of trips
that have been offered by registered drivers is searched by the ride matching software to see if any
match the approximate time and destination of the trip request.
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Technology Description
The ITS element in dynamic ridesharing is the automation of the trip request matching and
arrangement process, which allows trips to be arranged on short notice. This can be done by either
the traveler using the Internet or by a customer service representative at a transit agency call center.
The technology involved is rideshare software and possibly the Internet.
State-of-the-Art
The FTA has funded several ridesharing activities. However, concerted efforts to develop organized
programs generally have either been terminated (Bellevue, Washington; Sacramento, California;
and Los Angeles, California) or never implemented (Ontario, California and Houston, Texas). Only
the Seattle Smart Traveler remains in existence, and only in a limited manner. In contrast to the low
utilization of organized dynamic r idesharing programs, casual carpooling has received heavy
utilization in two locations. In Oakland, California, where drivers pick up passengers by the
roadside in order to use the HOV lane to cross the San Francisco-Oakland Bay Bridge into San
Francisco, and in Northern Virginia, where drivers pick up passengers in order to use the HOV
lanes on the Shirley Memorial H ighway into and out of the District of Columbia. Daily users at the
two casual carpooling sites average in the thousands. In 1993, RIDES for Bay Area Commuters
estimated 8,000 daily casual carpoolers crossed the Bay Bridge.
Challenges to SCAT Deployment
There are many potential reasons for low dynamic ridesharing. Possible reasons include a lack of
awareness of the programs, a deficiency in the number of driver participants and offered rides,
insufficient incentives to rideshare, a concern about sharing rides with strangers, the time factor to
receive a match list and contact possible trip providers, and, in many instances, the need to obtain
a match for a return trip. Some recent rideshare programs that have been installed on the Internet
have the capability to overcome the time delay factor in obtaining a match list, but many of the
other impediments described above remain. Also, the lack of HOV lanes in Sarasota County and
other priorities are causes for the lack of fully successful; rideshare programs.
AUTOMATED SERVICE COORDI NATION

This can be defi ned as multiple transportation operators in a region that provide coordinated
service with the assistan~-e of APTS technologies (8). By coord inating the services of multiple
transportation operators in a region, the connectivity of public transportation services can be
greatly improved for persons who would have to travel on more than one transportation agen,y's
vehicles. This will produce the opportunity for attracting more trips to public transportation.
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Technology Description
Several ITS technologies are employed to facilitate automated service coordination. The most
prevalent technology applications are: central and remote scheduling and d ispatching; automatic
vehicle location; advanced communications (particularly data communications); and automated
fare payment. For example, the coordinating agency may provide scheduling and dispatching
services for other local service providers using an automated scheduling system. Likewise, the
coordinating agency may outfit local service providers' vehicles with AVL equipment in order to
monitor all vehicles within the region. Further, they may provide customers with an automated fare
payment device that can be used seamlessly on all regional service providers.

State-of-the-Art
There are two significant trends in automated service coordination program deployment. First,
more agencies are jointly procuring technologies in order to save resources. One example of th is is
the Greater Attleboro-Taunton Regional Transit Authority, which is jointly purchasing mobile data
terminals with the Cape Cod Regional Transit Authority. Second, there is a growing trend toward
implementing service coordination with technology, rather than developing a coordinated service
without technology and adding it later. An example is the Lord Fairfax Planning District in Virginia,
which is developing a coordinated service w ith technology. The Virtual Transit Enterprise (VTEJ in
South Carolina is another example of incorporating technology to facilitate information sharing and
service coordination.

Challenges to SCAT Deployment
ITS technologies have the potential to greatly improve the coordination of transit services in terms
of operational efficiency and customer service (1 ) . However, there are several challenges to the
implementation of its to facilitate coordination of service. The challenges are both institutional and
technical.
There are two major institutional challenges. First, the issue of coordinating service has been
discussed vigorously over the past 25 years. There are many reasons why coordinating service
among pub I ic transit agencies and health and human service agencies is a challenge. These reasons
include the fact that a large number of these agencies are not highly computerized, and since their
respective scheduling may be done by hand, it is d ifficult to coordinate service manually. The
advent of technology is just beginning to facilitate service integration and coordination. The
procurement aspect of coordination, where multiple agencies in a region coordinate to purchase
the same ITS equipment and software, can be very useful. Not only does this type of coordination
reduce the per-unit cost of ITS items (and thus the cost to transit agencies), but it ensures that
agencies can share information and potentially coord inate service much easier than if all involved
agencies have d ifferent equipment and software.
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Second, due to the typical size of agencies that wish to coordinate, they often do not have
personnel who have the technical expertise to procure and deploy ITS technologies. Or, if they do
have the technical expertise, they do not have the time to spend on these activities. This lack of
ti me or technical expertise can result in an ITS procurement or deployment taking longer to
accomplish, or in ITS not being considered at all.
There are two major technical challenges. First, while data collection and management is routine
in large transit agencies, it is often a challenge in smaller agencies that would be coordinating. This
is often due to minimal labor and computer resources that are necessary to collect and manage
data. Further, data used by automated tools (e.g., GIS) must be constantly updated and maintained,
which requires resources that smaller agencies do not often have. Considering that ITS
technologies can generate large quantities of data, this is an important issue. Second, the
automation of certain functions within coordinating agencies may improve operations and
customer service, but the automation of certain customer service related functions might actually
confuse and alienate certain customers. For example, an automated reservations system that
requires the customer to use a touch-tone keypad to enter information may be difficult for an
elderly person or someone with specific disabilities to use.
TRANSIT INTELLIGENT VEHICLE INITIATIVE

Federal Transit Administration (FTA) ranks safety as the number one priority goal as approximately
eight billion ann ual passenger trips rely on transit, thus making the transit lVI program a a itical
component of the FTA's overall agenda 170). A safer vehicle will minimize accident and incident
rates, as well as their related costs. FTA is responsible for the transit element of the lVI program and
works closely with the ITS joint Prog,am Office to define transit lVI research in itiatives. The current
focus of transit lVI is on bus and paratransit vehicles; rail vehicles will be considered in the future.
The first and highest priority candidates for bus lVI applications are crash scenarios that present the
greatest severity and risk to human lives. Using safety as the guiding factor in deciding what lVI
teclhnologies should be considered, the FTA commissioned a report, FTA lVI Needs Assessment, to
determine these needs. The results from this research show that the five most frequent crash types
involving a bus in order are:
;;.

>
)>

>
>

Lane changes and merges
Rear end coli isions
Intersection collisions
Backing up collisions
Buses running into parked cars
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Altogether, five crash categories comprise approximately 87 percent of crashes involving buses
within the United States between 1994 and 1996. Of these crashes, the most frequent type is lane
changes which (36 percent of all crashes); rear end collisions (22 percent); and intersection
coll isions (16 percent). lVI technologies that address these crash types are the highest level priority
for thefTA lVI Program.
The second level priority for transit lVI technologies are those that help reduce the accidents that
carry a medium range of risk and severity. They include other crash types such as running into
parked cars (9 percent) and backing up coli isions (3 percent).
Finally, the transit lVI platform provides an opportunity for evaluation of other types of
technologies that improve the efficiency of the fleet and provide even more levels of safety. For
instance, these technologies might include:
Tight maneuvering/precise docking: Tight maneuvering/precise docking technologies, using
precision control and automated guidance technologies, allow the driver to handle the bus more
effectively in close quarters (terminals and tunnels). It also permits safer boarding and alighting.
Precision control and automated guidance: Longitudinal and lateral vehicle control for driver
assistance on transit buses
Obstacle/pedestrian detection: Obstacle/pedestrian detection technologies will warn drivers of
approaching activity in sufficient time to avoid an accident.
Fully automated overnight maintenance: Automation of bus movements through the service areas
in bus maintenance garages is another potential lVI application that is of interest to transit
operators.
Technology Description
The FTA has identified four transit applications as immediate areas for lVI investment. These four
focus particularly on the safety of the driver (and indirectly both passengers and pedestrians) and
the vehicle. Using systems that enable drivers to process information, make better decisions, and
operate vehicles more safely are the strong points of the following four priorities.
Tight Maneuvering/Precise Docking- This application positions the bus very precisely relative to
the curb or loading platform. The driver can maneuver the bus into the loading area and then turn
it over to automation. Sensors continually determine the lateral d istance to the curb, front and rear,
and the longitudinal distance to the end of the bus loading area. The driver will be able to override
the system at any time by operating brakes or steering, and will be expected to monitor the
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situation and take emergency action if necessary (for example, if a pedestrian steps in front of the
bus) . When the bus is properly docked, it will stop, open the doors and revert to manual control.
Safer boarding and egress for the handicapped, the elderly and children, are important
considerations in developing these systems.
Lane Change and Merge Collision Avoidance- These systems provide various levels of support for
detecting and warning the driver of vehicles and objects in adjacent lanes (e.g., •blind spot•
warning for early implementation). Later systems would introduce capabilities that will provide
merge advice and/or warnings of vehicles in adjacent lanes whose position and relative velocity
make the planned lane change unsafe. Those capabilities could include speed and steering control
intervention for enhanced collision avoidance.
Forward Collision Avoidance- This feature senses the presence and speed of vehicles and objects
in the vehicle's lane of travel and will provide warnings and limited control of the vehicle speed
(coasting or downshifting) to minimize risk of collisions with vehicles and objects in front of the
equipped vehicle.
Rear Impact Collision Mitigation - The two basic concepts proposed for this application are the
following: transit bus-based systems to warn following driver(s) of potential collision (e.g., visual
warning display on rear of bus); and impact injury and damage mitigation.
Stat~f-th""Art

There are few actual United States examples of currently operational lVI projects in transit. Most of
the current work focuses on designing performance specifications and testing technologies in
partnership with transit agencies, private corporations, and local universities. In 1997 in Houston,
Texas, the first operational test of lVI was done to test coli ision avoidance technologies and
demonstrate the effectiveness and safety of automated vehicles for transit. These test and
performance specifications projects are related in more detail in the Application Examples section
below.
Challenges to SCAT Deployment
In addition to research on the use of available technologies, there are some key non-technical
issues currently under study by other U.S. DOT-funded partnerships. The National Highway Traffic
Safety Administration (NHTSA) and Parsons Brinkerhoff are conducting a review of societal and
institutional factors for lVI (1). The transportation community has raised concerns over the impacts
of lVI services on society and potential barriers to deployment, including the general areas of
product liabi lity and the institutional challenges of enhancing the roadway infrastructure to better
support intelligent vehicles. This study will seek to evaluate those deployment issues. A second
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project that has implications for lVI deployment is a benefits assessment of intell igent vehicles that
will be conducted at the Volpe National Transportation Systems Center in Cambridge,
Massachusetts, sponsored by the NHTSA and the U.S. DOT/Research and Special Programs
Administration. This project will work on the development of proper methodologies and tools for
estimating the effectiveness and potential benefits of lVI systems. It is important that any "lessons
learned' from these projects be made available to the transit industry at large. As many previous
high technology studies have indicated, the transit industry is reluctant to incorporate untried,
untested technologies into its basic fleet operation. The very relevant concerns about cost and
credibility require that transit be as informed as possible on all applications that might be useful in
their operations, while best utilizing taxpayer resources across the transportation field.

5.4
•

COSTS FOR RECOMMENDED PROJECTS

Based on the dis<:ussion in the previous section the following technologies are recommended
for SCAT. Tables 15 through 22 tabulate costs for immediate, short-term and mid-term needs
of SCAT•

•
)>

GPS/DGPS AVL System in conjunction with a communication upgrade to voice and data

l> Electronic Fare Payment System
)> Smart Card Technology
l> Automatic Passenger Counters for 10% of the fleet
l> On Board Safety Components

)>

o Silent Alarms as part of an upgrade to the AVL system
o CCTVs (at least one on each bus)
Bus Signal Priority

o For 100 of the busiest intersections
l> Advanced Traveler Information Systems
o

Real time Information Systems through VMS and Annunciators on buses

o
o

Itinerary Planning Systems as an upgrade to Trapeze and tie in with ATIS.
Website

Vehicle Component Monitoring as part of an upgrade to the AVL system
l> Transit Accessibility Systems as part of an upgrade to the ATIS system

)>

l> IVR -Telephone System as part of an upgrade to the ATIS system
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Table 15: Cost for Automatic Vehicle Location System
System Description
AVL-GPS for Vehicles
GUI Interface

Capital Investment'
$228.00

O&M Annual Costs'&2
$18.20

$100.00
$880.00

$8.00
$70.40

$8.00
$30.00
$8.0

$0.60
$2.40

$228.00
$74.10
$342.34

$148.20

$1,824.34

$229.64

Software and Integration
Develop Database
Servers'
Testing and Acceptance
Communication ~ligh CDPD'
Training'
Engineering•
Total

Notes ..

-

-

All costs are in $Hl00

1.
2.
3.

Operating and Maintenance costs are 8% of capital costs.
Assumes on server and o ne spare

4.

Data communication infrastructure would need to be deployed for AVL implementation.

5.

Training is assumed to be 5% of capital costs

6.

Engineering includes design, deployment and support. ASsumes 22% of capital costs.

Table 16: Cost for Electronic Fare Payment System
Capital Investment'

O&M Annual Costs' 02

COTS Software

$29.30
$23.40
$200.00

$2.30
$1.90
$16.00

Customize EFP Software
Develop Database

$100.00
$6.00

$8.00
$0.60

Hardware at Center'
Testing and Acceptance
Communication High CDPD'
Training'

$54.00
$8.0

$4.30

-

$87.80

$23.47
$108.44

-

$577.89

$122.33

System Description
On-board Ridership Sensor'
On-board Fare System'

Engineering'
Total

-

Notes:

1. All costs are in $1000
2.

Operating and Maintenance costs are 8% of capital costs.
3. Deployed on all fixed route fleet.
4.

Data communication infrastructure is anticipated to be installed during the AVL system deployment.

These are just O&M CO$!$.
S. Training i$ assumed to be 5% of capital costs
6. Engineering includes design, deployment and support. ASsumes 22% of capital costs.
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Table 17: Cost for Automatic Passenger Counters
.... ... .•.
.. .,.
· svst~·'Desc·fiption :
· •· · · · :'tat;ftaun.v'est.:neiit~ · . ·.- ,
·O&M Annual cosis1&' ':· ·· '
''

..

~·

On-board APC 3
Software
Develop Database
Hardware at Center'
Testing and Acceptance
Communication low CDPD'
Training'
Engineering"
Total

$5.00

$0.40

$10.00

$0.80

$8.00
$1.20

$0.60

$5.0

-

-

$1 .30

$1.46

-

$4.30

$6.75
$35.95

Notes ..

$2.84

1. All costs are in $1000
2. Operating and Maintenance costs are 8% of capital costs.

3. Deployed o n 10% or fixed route fleet.
4.

Data communication infrastructure is anticipated to be installed during the AVL wstem deployment.

These are just O&M costs.
5. Training is assumed to be 5% of capital costs
6. Engineering includes design, deployment and support. Assumes 22% of capital costs.

Table 18: Costs for On-board Safety Features
...

..

.
.. : .. ·. Gipital.lnvestment'
. Syst~m':Description
: •.
On-board SafelY Sensor'
$9.00
On-board CCTV'
$225.00
COTS Software
$100.00
Develop Database
$8.00
Hardware at Faci Iity
$4.10
Testing and Acceptance
$8.0
Communication High CDPD'
$135.00
Training'
$24.46
Engineering"
$1 12.98
Total
$602.08

'

. : o&M•Ann~I .COSt.s".•' ·:·.
$0.70
$18.00
$8.00
$0.60
$0.30

$87.80

$114.72

Notes:
1. All costs are in $1000
2. Operating and Maintenance costs are 8% of capital costs.
3. Deployed on all fixed route fleet.
4.

5.

Data communication infrastructure upgrade and O&M costs.
Training is assumed to be 5% o f capital costs

6. Engineering includes design, deployment and support. Assumes 22% of capital costs.

Table 19: Cost for Bus Signal Priority
System Description
On-board Processor'
Cell-based radio system'
Signal Software'
Signal Hardware'
Testing and Acceptance
Communication Low CDPD'
Training'
Engineering'
Total

Capital Investment'
$29.30
$14.90
$200.00

O&M Annual Costs•&>

$2.30
$1 .20

$200.00

$16.00
$16.00

$8.0

-

-

$11.70

$22.61

-

$104.44
$556.54

$43.70

Notes:
1. All costs are in $1000
2. Operating and Maintenance costs are 8% of capital costs.
3. Deployed on all fixed route fleet.
4. Assumes at 100 intersections
5.

Data communication infrastructure is anticipated to be installed during other projects. These are just

O&M costs.
6.
7.

Training is assumed to be 5% of <;apital costs
Engineering includes design, d~ployment and support. Assumes 22% of capital costs.
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Table 20: Cost for Advanced Traveler Information Systems (VMS and Annunciators)

.

. ·...
,Capital Investment' . . .'.·,
$270.00
$90.00
$60.00
$200.00
$200.00
$100.00
$200.00
$8.00
$45.00
$8.00
$228.20
$70.45
$325.48
$1,734.48
..

:svsiem oeicription . : ·.
.''..
On-board Annunciators'
On-board VMS Small'
VMS Large (15 in County)•
VMS Small (1 00 in County)'
COTS Software'
Develop GUI 7
Customize Software
Develop Database for Vehicles
Servers at Main Facility
Testing and Acceptance
Communication High CDPD'
Training"
En~ineerinR'

Total

·.O&M An~uai. costs'"" ·
$21.60
$7.20
$4.80
$16.00
$16.00
$8.00
$16.00
$0.60
$3.60
' .

'

$1 48.20

.
.
$176.44

Notes:
1. All costs are in $1000
2. Operating and Maintenance costs are 8% of capital costs.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Deployed on all fixed route fleet.
4-Line Display
2-Line Display
Data communication infrastructure would need to be deployed for ATIS implementation.
Training is assumed to be 5% of capital costs
Engineering includes design, deployment and support. Assumes 22% of capital costs.

Table 21: Cost for Advanced Traveler Information System (Website)
.. '
... , ,
.
. ...
.svstem .oescription -· . . ··:. . . ·' : c~iiiial lnvi.sti!iirit' '': "·:r·· ,, · •:..:o&M'Animiii 'Costs'•'
'
$1 00 .00
$8.00
Design of Website
$8.00
Customize Software
$100.00
$8.00
$0.60
Develop Database
Testing and Acceptance
$8.0
.
Training'
$10.60
.
$49.90
Engineerin!t
$265.90
$8.64
Total
Notes:
1. All costs are in $1000
2. Operating and Maintenance cost$ are a•1o of capital costs.
3. Training is assumed to be 5% of capital costs
~·:~ ··

·

·

·

··

·

.

4.

Engineering includes design, deployment and support. Assumes 22% of capital costs.
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Table 22: Cost for Advanced Traveler Information System (IVR)
System Description
COTS Software
. Develop IVR

Capital Investment'

O&M Annual Costs'"'

$200.00
$100.00

$16.00
$8.00

$8.00
$8.0

$0.60

$15.80
$73 .00

-

$389.00

$8.64

Develop Database
Testing and Acceptance
Training'
Engineering'
Total

-

Notes:

5. All costs are in $1000
6.
7.

Operating and Maintenance costs are 8% of capital costs.
Training is assumed to be 5°k o( capital costs

8.

Engineering includes design, deployment and suppor t. Assumes 22% of capital costs.

5.5 CHARACTERISTIC TRANSIT AGENCY COMMENTS
For confidentiality reasons, the transit agency and/or staff have not been mentioned in this report.
The comments stated in this section were gathered via telephone interviews. Most transit agency
staff have suggested to:
:.. Do a competi tive bid process
)>
)>

Back load payments
Language of contract should be carefully worded to indicate all expectations from vendor.

l> Huge chunk of payment (20%) after delivery and acceptance. (This language should be in
contract)
:.. Terms of acceptance of product should be carefully outlined in contract
);. The bids should be evaluated based both on costs and technical expertise
l> Training staff before system is installed is very important

r

Prepare dispatchers for the new system and get them on-board for expectations for system

SAMPLE guEST IONS TO TRANSIT AGENCIES
1. What type of system do you have for your transit d ivision?
2. Did you have any problems with installation?
3. How well is the system operating? Do you have any operating problems?
4. What if any are there current problems with the system?
5. What were your installation costs?
6. What are your capital costs?
7. What are your annual operating costs?
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8. What are your annual maintenance costs?

9. How much staff i s required to operate the system?

10. How is the support from the vendor?

AVUCAD
Trapeze®
It worked flawlessly. No problems. Up and running on time.
)> Trapeze doesn't handle paratransit very well but no program can really handle four transfer

)>

centers (this transit agency had a system that included 4 transfer centers in a small city with

>

six zones).
Historically Trapeze support has been a weakness. Trapeze insists they have taken steps to

correct that.
)> Installing AVL/GPS. Kiosks and dedicated telephone system (IVR Mentor Engineering)
installed. Trapeze is going to integrate the different components into overall system.
Trapeze is doing a lot of custom sofnvare for this particular transit agency.
)> Giro (Hastus) and Trapeze have bulk of the market share.
Hastus®
)>

Transit agencies who have Hastus are very happy w ith it. Anticipate installation problems,
but support is very good.

Orbital® (Hardware and Software)
)>

>

>

System works well, CPS tracks well. Orbital offered partnership to develop with this
particular transit agency (since Orbital was just getting into AVL transit)
Get reports when buses are off-schedule/route. Easy to see. Had some bugs.
Communication was a problem. Only have one radio. One for data, one f or voice would
be better. When talking with just one, don't have data. Process from switching frequencies
is weak link in their system. Could be fi xed with more money. Wouldn't have problem
with two separate radi os.

)>

Oibital software has module written by Teleride. Not same as current product, it is first version by

>

Orbital. Very happy with system.
No major glrtches. They are layering other systems on top. TSP will be installed soon.
Provides realtime information.

)>

>
)>

)>

Orbital collects a lot of data. Very happy with lt.
Operating for three years but now is when benefit is really being seen. Data collection is biggest
benefit of system.
System is incomplete. They put out an RFP. Orbital put up best proposal. They are now behind
schedule on lmplementaijon.
W»t ' & " ·
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l>-

Orbital overestimated what they could do in proposal and how fast they could

~

ASAS system: Automatic Sign Announcement System. Used through GPS to identify and call out
station stops with audio and visual signs. Approx. $10-15000 per bus. Requires a lot of up front
work to establish routes and stops. Plotting longitude and latitude to program bus route to be

do~.

announced. That's the biggest area needed. Need to put route profiles in and stops to be
announced. Did this to help ADA community in addition to just passenger information. Systems
allows visually or hearing impaired people to obtain information. Helpful to out of town visitors too.
Hope for more open platforms, more common equipment so it can be expanded easily.

Teleride®

l> Schedu ling in place by Teleride.

l> Since first to really install it, there were lots of bugs and changes.
l> Installation in 1994. Still have some problems but solutions are implemented. One problem
is bus power fluctuation problems to cause equipment to lock up.
> "Be cautious of Teleride. Conversations he has had not been pleasant. No personal
experience though.'
Trimble®

l> Installed in 1991. Overall positive. Implementation was supposed to take 18 months, took
4 1-2 years. But they were one of the first to do it. Had issues with Trimble on transit control

head (needed to read data messages). Readout was not good. Needed to re-do which
Trimble d id. Generally reliable.

>

Benefits include on-time performance improvement. Improved by 40% in off-schedule right
away. Went to mid 90% on-time.

>

Response time to security incidents is major improvement.

l> Know where bus is for emergencies for silent alarms.
l>

Parameters are set up, onre operator goes outside parameter, message can be sent to
operator to remind them to get back on schedule. These functions, once done on street,
now more efficient in d ispatch center.

AUTOMATIC PASSENGER COUNTERS
IN APC, the hardware is not as important as software. There are a number of issues with
unbalanced loads and errors. Counters count operators getting on and off, people carrying babies,
people riding through end of loop and so forth. Those are issues for software to handle, not
hardware. Overhead optical is a newer option. Needs more than one censor to avoid double
count.
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APC vendors measure accuracy by counting the people on and off. If that number is the same the
system is said to be 100% accurate. However if 100 people board and 100 get off -yet the system
says 10 people got on and 10 people got off - lhat is hardly 100% accurate.
Urban Transportation Associates

l> They have used it since 84. System is accurate. The infrared beams do go out of alignment.
Maintenance is important.
l> Accuracy is in the 90th percentile.
l> System does take a long time to process raw data to bring up to usable form.
l> Does not have user-friendly software, however they haven't upgraded since 1995. Since
then there is new software avai Iable.
I NIT®

l> Wanted bus and rail. Only bid for both was from I N IT.
l> Seen some good, some bad. Bad is primarily due to miscommunication as a result of I NIT's
base being in Germany. There is nobody on-site to address issues.
l> Accuracy is very impressive (96% or better accuracy ratings) but they have done no fullblown test. System works but not up and running fully yet. Very happy with the way INIT
works.
l> I NIT is competitively priced.
> They talked with LA transit agency that had tested seven different firms. They found IN IT to
be best.
}> I NIT uses IRIS overhead passive infrared sensor. Superior to all other types, apart from in
certain light condi tions it won't count right. Hard to pred ict errors, but errors are less
overall.
UTA®

l>

UTA uses side mounted aC1ive infrared. This is useful in single door buses, but not in
double. Good system, but w ith a large load w ith people standing in front of sensor in a
•crush load" of the bus, it won't work anymore. Therefore it may be best in small transit

)>

areas without crowded buses.
UTA had lowest price for a "turnkey. • They also know requirements for US. Some foreign-

based vendors do not understand the way US agencies want to use APC.
J> The fluC1uations in power on US buses also caused problems for European companies.
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Wardrop® and Microtronix®
i>

Wardrop does software. M iaotronix does hardware. They use treadle mats. This system
can't w ork w ith low floor buses because you need steps. In additional, the cost of adapting

the w heelchair lifts is a concern .
i> Also, you can't take the system out and use on a new bus as it is designed for one bus and
installed. This type is rarely used now.
BUS ANNUNCIATORS

DR I®

l> In addition to the •talking bus: they now have an add-on for AVL. Internet based system
that can assimilate to phones. This system is available to public. Unlike traditional AVL,
costly radios aren't needed. Radios can also hit a bandwidth limit, but this system cannot.
Used in King County. System includes ability to set reminders when a bus is near and you
can follow each bus and see arrival times online.
l> Said they were connected to GPS. Very few maintenance problems. Drivers love it, no
need to make ADA announcements. Works very well no problems.
l> Has been beneficial. Drivers are not nearly as distracted because of announcement,
compliance virtually 100%. Made their jobs easier. No problems w ith installation and have

operated for seven years with no significant problems.
l> Biggest problem is gening drivers to use the system. Every bus automated, very few drivers
use it because they claim it' s disrupting and people don't want to hear it. May be related to
size of system as bigger cities might have had announcements on buses before but this is a
new concept. .System is very reliable, few maintenance problems. When used the system
does the job very well. Any new buses will have the system built in.
i>

System is currently on 585 buses. It is ADA compliant and very effective for visitors.
O verall it is a very fun~tional system. Haven't had many problems other than maintenance
that are mostly minor issues. Plan to add to the rest of the fleet soon to make all buses ADA
compl iant. In current system, drivers must put route in which forces drivers to use the
system. In beginning some drivers didn' t want to use but now most use it.

B US SIGNAL P RIORITY
Opticom®

);.

Opticom equipped 100 buses. Will use 25-30 for the test. See the outcome and then decide if
they are going to expand the technology in the future. 10 intersections for the test. 3M response
has not been the greatest. 3M was preempting signals instead of giving priority. Test is costing

$40,000 just for software changes and signal timing changes. Info System software.
l> Under construction. 110 intersections, both buses and emergency vehicle. They just have
eminers and each intersection is programmed with controlled software. $2.8 million
87

anticipated costs for 110 intersections. Approximately 160 buses will be equ ipped . Local
representative in Northwest is very responsive. Some problems have come up with phase
selectors but they have been able to work i t all out with the help of 3M.

===========·
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6.0 PEER SYSTEM EXPERIENCES
The following examples of peer-system experiences were chosen based on the needed APTS
technologies in table 1 1. These examples are meant to give SCAT an idea of how various APTS
technologies are being implemented in different counties in the United States. They were derived
from FTA publications, conversations with transit agencies and the publication (8).
AVL in COLTS (County of Lakawanna Transit System)
AVL technology is not merely limited to large agencies. COLTS (County of Lakawanna Transit
System, a 32 bus system location in Scranton, Wilkes-Barre), which is similar in size to SCAT, has
had an AutoTrac CPS-based system in operation since October 1994. They recently implemented
an AVL system designed by AutoTrac, Inc. The "Fieetservice• system includes d ifferential CPS,
next-stop enunciation, on-time schedule monitoring, multi ple mapping stations controlled by an
area network, and a replay feature. The agency reports a sizeable increase in on-time performance;
while the enunciators help w ith ADA compliance, and the AVL assists record keeping. The 32vehicle system was installed in only 9 months.
AVL in Denver and Baltimore
The Regional Transportation District (RTD) has had an operational AVL system on all of its 900
buses si nce the end of 1995. Although RTD is a much larger transit system than SCAT, because
the AVL system can be applied to each bus, it can assist SCAT in the same ways on a smaller scale.
AVL datd are used to post real-time departure information on signs at the two downtown Mall
stations. The system, which cost about $1 1 million, includes an extensive CAD system. RTD feels
that the AVL system gives them better control of the fleet, while freeing a number of on-street
supervisors for other important duties. Schedule adherence has improved since the installation of
AVL. Disabled buses can be located and serviced much more quickly. Also, one fewer person is
necessary at the downtown Mall stations where many of their routes terminate. The agency also
believes that AVL greatly heightens passenger safety. Police are now much more w illing and able
to respond to emergencies on buses, because the bus can now be located to within a few feet.
Prior to the implementation of AVL, it could take a long time to locate the bus if it were off-route.
In one situation, AVL greatly assisted RTD and the police in re-uniting a mother with her child,
which she had left behind on a bus (8).
The Maryland Ma~s Transit Administration (MTA) has taken a phased approach to implementing its
AVL system. The agency has purchased a DGPS system from O rb ital along with a new radio
system at an estimated cost of $15,000 per bus, including the radio and related base station
equipment. Among the agency's 868-vehicle fleet, 380 are AVL-equipped. The agency plans to
equip the rest of the fleet by including AVl on all new vehicles it purchases. In December 1999,
the agency was due to accept 65 new AVL-equipped vehicles at a cost of $8 million. AVL data w ill
9
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be used in a real-time passenger information system that is under development. Current plans are
for pre-trip information to be available over the phone (and perhaps later, the Internet) and for
more limited en-route information at wayside electronic signs. When the system is fully on-line,
MTA expects service provision to be more efficient by reducing the number of buses needed, while
maintaining the current level of service. Although these savings are not expected until the fourth to
sixth year of operation MTA expects AVL to save $2 to 3 million per year by purchasing, operating
and maintaining fewer vehicles. MTA also expects customers to notice improved service
reliability, which they hope wi ll result in increased ridership. Based on these expectations, AVL
systems not only save transit agencies money, but could also improve ridership, which cou ld be
very beneficial for SCAT (8).
Real-Time Traff ic Information in San Francisco
NextBus Information Systems Inc., a San Francisco Bay area company started three years ago,
provides real-time traffic information to passengers. Utilizing NextBus on 20 buses, DART First
State (Rehoboth Beach, Delaware) experienced a ridership increase of about 12 percent. The
Fairfax CUE (City of Fairfax, Virginia) also uses NextBus to provide arrival times on the Internet and
on electronic boards at major bus stops. The city paid $13,333 for a global positioning unit per
bus. Based on the success of the system, Arlington County is preparing to install the system on a
Metrobus route. In Glendale, Calif., the NextBus system is used for detection as part of a BSP
system. Since SCAT already has a functioning website, this system would be convenient for SCAT
riders as they wou ld be able to access timing information from the website. As can be seen
increased passenger information convenience can lead to increased ridership.
ATIS in Orange County, New York City and M iami
The California DOT (Caltrans) and the FHWA are implementing a comprehensive traveler
information system in Orange County, with two main components: Transit Probe and Travel TIP.
The Transit Probe project is a $3 million multi-j urisdictional transit demonstration project that will
integrate transit and traffic management with ATIS to benefit transit agency operations and foster
partnerships with traffic management agencies. It will provide the public transit rider with realti me transit information from wh ich better-informed travel plans can be made. Transit Probe calls
for CPS-equipped fixed-route buses traveling on their routes within Orange County to act as
probes, and provide highly accurate bus location, speed and time data to a central dispatcher.
SCAT would be able to implement this program by using any buses they have that are already
equipped with GPS. Information such as arterial street and freeway traffic flow, incident data and
transit information w ill be derived from GPS data. The general public will access the information
via strategically located kiosks throughout Orange County. This program will allow SCAT the
opportunity to communicate better with their passengers, by providing them with up to date transit
information, and on-site customer service. They will also be able to use a trip itinerary fearure at
the kiosks to find the best transit route to their destination (8).
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TRANSCOM is jointly funded and operated by a consortium of highway and transit agencies
throughout the greater New York City region. The consortium provides a focal point for the
collection, fusion and distribution of real-time traveler information. Much of TRANSCOM's early
efforts focused on creating a regional system architecture to provide all the participating agencies
with timely access to important information. A recent TRANSCOM initiative is the Service Area
Traveler Information Network (SATIN) project. To make traveler information more accessible to
the general public, 20 information kiosks are being deployed in various public locations to provide
information on traffic, roadway routing, service areas, transit schedules, weather, emergency
services, tourism information, and park and ride conditions. Real-time traffic information is
collected by TRANSCOM from the various operating agencies. SATIN kiosks provide access to
information from all the transit agencies in the region relating to schedules, fares and reported
delays. Golden Screens Interactive Technologies are providing the kiosks and the information
distribution system. The overall development cost for the initial 2Q-kiosk system is roughly $1.3
mill ion, with the cost d ivided between TRANSCOM and Golden Screens under a public-private
partnership arrangement. Golden Screens plans to access private sector financing to expand the
kiosk netvvork, using the initial kiosks to demonstrate the economic viability based on advertising
revenues. Information displayed on the kiosk screen includes an advertising banner, a critical
ingredient in Golden Screen's business case. Installation and one year of operations and
maintenance support for each additional kiosk will cost between $20,000 and $30,000. Site
selection criteria include pedestr ian traffic of at least one million persons per year. A trip itinerary
planning capability is in the process of being added. There is also interest in presenting more
detailed real-time transit information, but the individual transit agencies must develop the
capabilities to provide such information to TRANSCOM. Golden Screens is proposing to use the
Internet for presenting transit information.
Tri-Rail operates 28 trips a day over a 72-mile corridor from Palm Beach to Miami, with 18
stations. Tri-Rail also operates shuttle buses for feeder service to and from several stations. Since
the tri ps are relatively infrequent (roughly one per hour in each direction), many transit users
arriving at the station already know the scheduled arrival time of the train they are planning to take.
The difficulty for Tr i-Rail is that it operates on only a single track shared with both Amtrak and
freight services. Tri·Rail trains are sometimes shunted to a siding, disrupting the scheduled arrival
times. Tri-Rail implemented the TrainTrac train/bus operation tracking and passenger information
system during 1997 to provide transit users with station arrival times. TrainTrac was developed by
Geofocus and provides on-train and in-bus computers using CPS receivers to monitor location and
speed. TrainTrac frequently sends this information to the central dispatch system using 900 MHz
radio frequency communications. TrainTrac uses the Environmental Systems Research Institute, Inc.
(ESRI) GIS platform to estimate station arrival times. Transit users access this information before
they arrive at the station by calling a toll free number. Customer service agents use the CIS-based
application to address questions. An Interactive Voice Response (IVR) system addresses the more
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routi ne questions about train or bus arrival time status. Transit users at the station view train arrival
information on electronic message boards (light emitting d iode d isplays with fully variable
characters) installed on station platforms. Message boards display scroll ing text messages (with an
accompanying multi-lingual audio version) indicating the estimated arrival time for the next train,
interspersed with public information . Future plans include new distribution channels and a Web
site version. There is also the potential for distributing the message board displays through an
alphanumeric pager service. This system is a great way for passengers, especially the visually
impaired passengers, to access transit arrival information. It can be especially beneficial in the
transportation-disadvantaged d ivision of SCAT (8). !
APC's in St Louis, LA County and Oregon
APC is currently a short-term need for SCAT. It often comes packaged in w ith some other larger
AVL systems, so a separate vendor may not be needed. In terms of APC technology, INIT is a
frequently used vendor, although its European base of operations causes some problems. The BiState Development Agency (BSDA) of St. Louis, MO acquired APC for nine buses, one rail.
Accuracy is very impressive - 96% or better accuracy ratings in initial testing. LA County Metro
Transit Authority tested a variety of systems and found INIT to be the most reliable, while also
being competitively priced . INIT uses IRIS overhead passive infrared sensor. Superior to all other
types, apart from in certain light conditions it won' t count right. Hard to predict errors, but errors
are less overall.
UTA, the one US-based vendor, uses side mounted active infrared . This is useful in single door
buses, but not in double. Good system, but with a large load with people standing in front of
sensor in a "crush load' of the bus, it won't work as effectively. UTA had lowest price for a
•turnkey• system.
M icrotronix also does APC hardware. They use treadle mats that can't work with low floor buses
because you need steps. In additional, the cost of adapting the wheelchair lifts is a concern. Also,
you can' t take the system out and use on a new bus as it is designed for one bus and installed.
In APC, the hardware is not as important as software. There are a number of issues with
unbalanced loads and errors. Counters count operators getting on and off, people carrying babies,
people riding through end of loop and so forth. Those are issues for software to handle, not
hardware. Wardrop, a w idely used software vendor, is currently undergoing a demonstration
project with the LAMTA.
Lane Transit D istrict (LTD) in Eugene, Oregon, has been operating an M VT Automatic Passenger
Counting system since 1989. The on-board APC equipment uses treadle switches. Under the
contract awarded in November 1997, MVT wi ll supply new equipment and upgrades for recently
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acquired buses. This system upgrade will eventually expand the number of APC-equipped buses to
22.

'
A CUTR study of 1998 revealed approximately 93 percent of the transit systems with Aile
experience are satisfied with the system's overall reliability and passenger information. A vast
majority achieved accuracy levels of 90 percent and above, regardless of the APC counting
technology employed.
APCs in Portland
Tri-Met's system became operational in 1982 and cost $4,500 per APC. location was determined
by combining time with knowledge of schedule and layover points. Plans call for expanding the
number of APCs to 20 percent of the fleet (currently on 80 of Tri-Met's 635 buses). Today, the new
counters are much cheaper, costing only about $1,000 per bus. The APC system has been I inked to
Tri-Met's AVL system, which provides more accurate location information than did the old method.
Finally, there also have been advances in retrieving the data from the bus. Now, they are
transmitted along with the AVI. data over the reserved radio frequencies, although the data are still
not used in real-time. Formerly, data was retrieved by special units, which collected the data
automatically from each APC-equipped bus via an infrared link when the bus returned to the
garage. Tri-Met states that the APCs provide easier and quicker access to passenger data and are
less expensive than manual counting. Although APC is not an immediate need for SCAT, it is very
useful in providing transit information, also with improved technology, and reduced costs it is now
easily accessible to transit agencies (8).
Traffic Signal Prioritization in Montgomery County and Seattle
Traffic signal priority treatment for Ride-On buses is a key transit component of the Montgomery
County, Maryland TMC. The Ride-On transit system includes 3,000 miles of roadways and 200
miles of critical traffic links.
Unlike some signal priority schemes that involve direct
communications between a bus' MDT and the traffic controller, the Montgomery County TMC
receives location and on-time status information from vehicles, processes it and sends directions to
the signal controller that: 1) priority is not necessary because the signal is already in or about to
change to a green phase;

21 grant priority by extending the green phase, or; 3) deny priority based

on a combination of signal phasing, vehicle schedule .adherence, impact on traffic in the vicinity or
known special events. The TMC has the capability to deny all priority requests based on traffic
incidents such as special events, weather conditions, etc. When implemented, the County is
considering integrating APC data into the signal priority algorithm so that an extended green cycle
would only be granted if the transit vehicle were carrying a minimum load.
The Washington State DOT uses King County Metro's AVL data to implement traffic signal priority
treatment. In addition to using bus location information to help determine when to grant priority,

: :

:

the agency uses the buses as probes to determine the effect of priority on traffic flow. Because the
signal priority arrangement is so new, the agency is planning to hire a staff person to coordinate
with local transit service providers to develop protocols, procedures and standards for signal
priority. A primary concern of the Washington State DOT is the impact signal priority might have
o n the regular traffic flow (8).
CAD Systems in Milwaukee
The Milwaukee Department of Public Works' Transit D ivision has been operating a CAD system
since 1992, when it began installation of a GPS AVL system on its entire vehicle fleet of buses and
service vehicles. The CAD software performs schedule adherence, route adherence, manual
schedule restoration and covert emergency messaging/microphone activation. This would be very
useful in SCAT paratransit division because it would make sending messages in cases of emergency
easier. A significant improvement in the system's original capabilities was a software upgrade that
included route termini as time points, and allowing the CAD system and dispatchers to monitor
layovers and departures. The schedule adherence component signals both drivers and dispatchers
when a bus is runn ing two minutes ahead or three minutes behind schedule. In the majority of
instances, the information provided on the transit control head is sufficient to get the driver back on
schedule (8).
Transfer Connection Protection in Chicago
In january 1999, the Regional Transportation Authority (RTA) began Phase I of a study to define
functional requirements and specifications for a transfer connection protection system for all
Chicago regional transit providers. Participating agencies include the Chicago Transit Authority
(CTA-city transit bus and rail), Pace (suburban transit bus), Metra (commuter rail) and the Ill inois
Department of Transportation. The CTA and Pace are investigating transfer connection protection
systems as components of their transit management systems. The RTA would like to determine the
feasibility of using these developments as the foundation for creating inter-agency protection of
transfer connections, including the Metra commuter rail service. The potential benefits of the
RTA's transfer connection protection project include reducing transfer wait time for riders and
improving the consistency of inter-carrier connections. The actual implementation of transfer
connection protection by RTA is contingent upon implementation of AVL and necessary support
systems at CTA, Pace and Metra (8).
GIS in Portland and Corpus Christi
An extensive survey and data collection program was recently undertaken in the Portland
metropolitan district to obtain source data for a sophisticated travel demand modeling effort. By
applying demographic data to a GIS representation of the land, residences and existing
transportation systems, the Portland, O regon Metropolitan Service District (Metro) is better able to
recommend and help coordinate land use and transportation planning.
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A very specialized form of GIS is being evaluated in Corpus Christi, Texas for scheduling paratransit pick-ups. This system, called Autonomous Dial-A-Ride Transit (ADART), is not what one
usually thinks of as GIS because there is no visible map from which a user makes decisions. In this
case, the map is internal and the computer system itself makes the decisions. With the assistance of
GIS, the network of computers in the vehicles selects the vehicle that can most efficiently handle
each trip request and displays driving directions to each pick-up location to the selected vehicle's
operator. This system can be applied to SCAT's paratransit division. It would increase efficiency,
since the computer will make decisions based on individual trip-requests (8).
Smart Card Fare Integration in Seattle and San Francisco
Seattle's Central Puget Sound Regional Fare Coordination Project's contract was awarded in
February 2000. It is estimated that approximately 500,000 to 1 million commuters (out of 1.5
million) will use the planned dual-interface cards on buses, electric trolleys, commuter rail trains
and ferry terminals at full deployment. The beta-test is scheduled for mid-2001 and full system
deployment is scheduled for early 2002. The scope of the project is based upon corporate and
university campus programs participating. Planned deployment includes 2,300 card readers (fare
transaction processors), 40 automatic re-value kiosks and 22 customer service terminals. The
contractor will be responsible for providing additional card re-value methods under a H}·year
service contract.
San Francisco's Translink Project is in the demonstration phase. Phase I includes the issue of
20,000 cards. Full use of approximately 750,000 cards was expected in October 2001. Translink
has the potential to affect 1.5 million transit users in the Bay Area that utilize multiple modes
including buses, light rail vehicles, the Bay Area Rapid Transit (BART) metro system, commute.r rail
and some ferries. The plan is to eventually deploy 550 add-value machines and 4,000 proximity
card readers, and to have 400 point-of-sale locations, 50 operator pass sales offices and 500
handheld card readers for fare inspection. The current plan is to utilize the dual-interface card
technology (8).
TMCs in Houston and Phoenix
TMC's for SCAT use are recommended to be operational within five to ten years. Although the
application of TMC in Huston was done on a large scale, they can also be applied successfully on a
smaller scale. Houston TranStar is a joint project of the City of Houston, the Metropolitan Transit
Authority of Harris County, the Texas Department of Transportation and Harris County. These
agencies recognized the importanoe of developing a multi-modal, cross-jurisdictional facility to
effectively manage growing traffic congestion in this rapidly expanding region. Operated out of a
52,000 square-foot facility that was officially opened in Apri I 1996, TranStar was designed to
integrate all of the metropolitan Houston's transportation-related agencies at a single site. TranStar
is responsible for the planning, design, operations and maintenance of transportation operations
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and emergency management operations within the Greater Houston Area. The service area
encompasses 5,436 square miles with a population of four million. Metro bus dispatchers and
Metro police use their fleet management consoles alongside the traffic operations staff. This setup
provides Metro staff with d irect visual access to the wall-mounted d isplays mapping traffic speeds
and incidents, and monitors showing closed-circuit television feeds from 90 locations. Metro staff
is able to use this real-time information to assist in managing its fleet, in addition to using data from
the future AVL system it is planning. This breadth of information is augmented by the ability to
communicate directly with traffic operations staff. TranStar staff anticipates that having Metro
dispatchers relay incident reports from bus drivers throughout the transit service area, adding over
1,000 human sensors to the traffic surveillance system, w ill enhance overall incident detection.
Incident response affecting all modes of transportation should be improved in the process.
TranStar collects its traffic condition data primarily via tag readers mounted along freeways that
pick up signals from the approximately 200,000 electronic tag-equipped vehicles (the tags are
typically installed in vehicles for use at a number of automatic toll facilities throughout the area).
As part of the USOOT PriO<ity CO<ridO< funding, TranStar is currently studying the possibility of
installing tag readers on major arterials to calculate traffic condition infO<mation on surface streets
as well as highways. As of October 1997, about five miles of the Hempstead Highway, a surface
arterial running parallel to US 290, was instrumented. This test will determine the feasibility of
using electronic tag data in the stop-and-go environment of signalized surface streets as input to
traffic speed calculations. If the test is successful, this information would augment vehicle location
information that will be avai lable when Metro implements their AVL system. Although Metrolift's
para-transit operations center is not located at the TMC, TranStar is exploring the possibility of
installing a communic-.ations link that would provide the para-transit operator with travel time and
incident information (8).
Although the AZTech MMDI has not resulted in a physic-.ally joined transit and traffic operations
center, it has created and extended the infrastructure to carry out many of the same functions of a
joint TMC. Through the AZTech traffic information server and the telecommunications backbone
that connects it with the various TMCs across the region, Phoenix Transit has access to traffic
condition infO<mation from around the Phoenix area. The agency has its own AZTech workstation
in its bus dispatch center that it can use to monitor traffic conditions that might affect operations.
Its bus dispatch consoles can also be switched over to the AZTech system, if necessary. Available
information includes traffic speed, incidents and video from numerous cameras. Phoenix Transit is
using this information on a limited basis since it still needs training from the AZTech project team.
With such training, transit dispatchers will be capable of being more proactive in using traffic
information such as incidents and road closures to operate the bus system efficiently. The on-going
development of AZTech's Roadway Closure and Restriction System (RCRS) will enable increased
coordination between traffic and transit managers. The RCRS is a wide-area network that links most
of the region's traffic operation centers and Phoenix Transit through highspeed wireline
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communications. The system will increasingly provide detailed traffic data on arterial streets on
which public transit operates. The RCRS network will provide Phoenix Transit with more closed
circuit television (CCTV) camera images for use in monitoring specific incidents. It is also designed
to distribute information about incidents/accidents, road closures, lane restrictions and road
maintenance (8).
Automated Ridematching in Redmond/Seattle
The Greater Redmond Transportation Management Association (GRTMA) has instituted an
automated ridematching service for carpools and vanpools on the Internet that can also be used by
individuals seeking a single ride. It is an employer· and map-based system. Anyone in King,
Snohomish, Pierce, Kitsap and Island counties can register for the prog~"am. Individuals register
themselves, providing an e-mail address, password and their home address or a nearby
intersection. A map appears with the location indicated for verification by the registrant. The
registrant' s trip schedule is entered and the user has the ability to indicate preferences such as
whether they wish to drive or ride, ride with smokers or non-smokers, or ride with employees of
specific companies (only for employees of GRTMA member companies). A map showing the
requestor's location and the location of potential matches are displayed on the screen together with
their names and methods of contacting them. E-mails can be automatically sent to any of the
persons on the list. Individuals can change their information at any time or remove themselves
from the system if they have found satisfactory ridesharing arrangements, moved, changed jobs,
etc. Every three months, e-mails are automatically sent to all registrants asking for their continued
interest in participation. Non-respondents are automatically removed along with those responding
in the negative. The system was essentially designed by the end users (company employees) who
indicated the features they wanted in a rideshare program. Map Objects is the GIS. The database is
accessed by SQL Server. Cost to date has been $278, 000. GRTMA owns the system and has
licensed Puget Sound Systems Group to sell the system to other agencies. It is anticipated that the
purchase price will be about $50,000 to $100,000. With the system residing on the Internet, the
GRTMA has no involvement in day-to-day operations and virtually no system maintenance is
required. A GRTMA staff person spends a small amount of time monitoring the Web site. The host
computer (a PC server with a Windows NT operating system) is located at City of Redmond offices.
GRTMA gets a system-generated report on utilization once a week. GRTMA is looking to add
features such as bus schedules and fares (8).
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7.0 APTS RECOMMENDATIONS FOR SCAT
Based on the review of technologies and an assessment of challenges to SCAT deployment the
following technologies are recommended for SCAT:
Immediate Needs (1-2 Years)
)>

GPS/DGPS AVL System

l> Communication upgrade to voice and data in conjunction with the AVL System
l> Electronic Fare Payment System
l> Smart Card Technology

Short-term Needs (1·5 Years)
l> Automatic Passenger Counters for 10% of the fleet
)> On Board Safety Components

o
o

Silent Alarms as part of an upgrade to the AVL system
CCTVs (at least one on each bus)

)>

Bus Signal Priority

)>

o For 100 of the busiest intersections
Advanced Traveler Information Systems
o Real time Information Systems through VMS and Annunciators on buses
o
o

)>

Itinerary Planning Systems as an upgrade to Trapeze and tie in with ATIS.
Website

Another communication system upgrade with ATIS and Safety Components project.

Mid-term Needs (5-10 Years}:
Vehicle Component Monitoring as part of an upgrade to the AVL system
l> Transit Accessibi lity Systems as part of an upgrade to the A TIS system
)>

)>

IVR - Telephone System as part of an upgrade to the ATIS system

Even though the following technologies were outlined as possibilities in the Needs Assessment
Memorandum, they are not recommended for deployment by SCAT. Transportation Demand
Management technologies require multiple agency coordination and agreements with many
service providers. Because of the intricate nature of deploying both TOM and Transit lVI
technologies Countywide, and because of the current ridership trends, the following technologies
might not be a cost effective option for SCAT to implement.

=======·
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l> Transportation Demand Management

o Automated Service Coordination
o Parking Management
l> Transit Intelligent Vehicle Initiative
Costs and staffing requirements were calculated for immediate and short·term needs projeas only.
Since technology is changing rapidly and costs fluauate greatly, planning level costs for mid-term
needs will not accurately reflea what the situation might be ten years from today. Table 23
summarizes costs for immediate and short-term needs projects. For detailed costs spreadsheet refer
to Appendix A.
Table 23: Sum mary of Costs
Technolo2V

Capital Investment'

I

O&M Annual Costs'

Immediate Needs
AVL Svstem
EFP Svstem
Staffing'
Total

$1, 824.34
$577.89

.
2,402.23

$229.60
$122.33
$380.00
$731.97

Short·lerm Needs
APCs
O n·board Safetv Features
Bus Signal Prioritv
ATIS - VMS and Annunciators
ATIS - Website
ATIS - IVR

$35.95
$602.08
$556.54
$1,734.48
$265.90
$389.00

$2.84
$1 14.72
$43.70
$176.44
$8.64
$8.64
$640.00
$994.98

.
Staffina'
Total
$3,583.95
Notes:
1. All costs are in $Hl00
2. Recommended one manager at S120,000/year (loaded rate), one assistant at $80,000/year (loaded rate),
one electro !lie repair technician at $50,000/year {loaded rate), one dispatcher with strong computer skiUs

at $50,000/year (loaded rate! and one planner to analyze data at $80,000/year (loaded rate) for the SCAT
Transit ITS Program.
3. Recommended one manager at $120,000/year (loaded rate), two assistants at $80,000/year (loaded rate),
1.\vo electronic repair technicians at $50,000/year (loaded rate}, two dispatchers w ith strong computer

skills at $50,000/year (loaded rate) and two planners to analy2e data at $80,000/year (loaded rate) for the
SCAT Transit ITS Program.
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TABLE A.1 Automatic Vehicle Location (AVL) System for SCAT
Note- costs are shown In thousands of dollars

AVL-GPS Incl. Communication Hardwar<fl
Develop graphical user Interface wl
client inpui•
II
typical
&
software
Base application
Integration
II
Develop database for vehicles, types,
locaUons, addresses
Server.. w/ COTS Software

otance

~

unit cost
$0.24

quantities
$76.00

$100.00

$1 .00

$100.0011

$8.00

$880.00

$1.00

$880.0011

$70.40

$8.00
$15.00
$8.00

$1 .00
$2.00
$1.00

SB.a

$0.64
$1.20
$<

Deplo}ment Engineering & Supp<lf1 (2%~

Total

Note•:
..assume one server. one spare
lhis may change during lhe design phase

J

unit cost
S3.00

extension
$228.

$30.
$8.

extension

TABLE A.2 Electronic Fare Payment (EFP) System for SCAT
Note • costs ,.,. shown in thous.nds of dollars

unit cost
$0.65
$0.52

quantities
$45.00

$45.00

$23.40

$0.04

$1 .04

$45.00

$46.8

$0.08

COTS SoftWare

$200.00

$1 .00

$16.00

Customize EFP application softwllre
Develop database for vehicles
Hardware at Facility

$100.00
$8.00
$1 .20

$1 .00
$1 .00
$45.00

$8.00
$0.64
$0.10

On-board Ridership Sensor Syslem
On·board Fare System Processor
On-board Farebox and Smart Card Reader

Deployment Engineering & Support (2%)
Total

extension

TABLE A.3 Automatic Passenge r Counters (APCs) for SCAT
Note. cos ts are shown In thousands of dollars

On-board APC (10 percent of fteet)

Software
Develop database for vehicles
Hardware at Facitny

unit cost
$1.00

quantities
$5.00

$10.00

$1 .00
$1.00

$8.00
$1.20

extension

unit cost
$0.08

extension

$0.80
$0.64
$0.10

...

TABLE A.4 On-board Safety Features for SCAT
Note • costs are shown In thousands of dollars

On-board Safety Sensor Processor
On-board CCTV
COTS Software
Develop database for vehicles
Hardware at Facility
and

Communications

(10%)
Deployment Engineering & Support (2%)

unit cost
$0.20

quantities
$45.00

extension
$9.00

unit cost
$0.02

$5.00

$45.00

$225.00

$0.40

$100.00
$6.00
$4.10

$1.00
$1.00
$1.00

$100.00

$6.

$6.00
$0.64

$4.10

$0.33

TABLE A.5 Bus Signal Priority (BSP) f or SCAT
Note • cos ts are shown in thousands of dollars
Costs
unit cost
On·board Processor and DB
Cell Basad Radio System & Data Receiver
Signal Software

Signal Hardware'

quantities

.

$0.65
$0.33
$200.00
$2.00

$45.00
$45.00
$1.00
$100.00

extension

unit cost

extension

$0.05
$0.03
$16.00
$0.16

CDPD

,.

Deployment Engineering & Support (2%)
Subtotal
Total
Notes:
• assumes 100 Intersections

TABL.E A.6 Advanced Traveler Information Systems {VMS and Annunciator s)
Note • costs .,. shown in thousands of dollars

extension
$270.00
$90.00
$60.0
$200.

unit cost
$0.48
$0.16
$0.32
$0.16

unit cost
$6.00
$2.00
$4.00
$2.00

quantities
$45.00
$45.00
$15.00
$100.00

Cent er Syatems
COTS Software
Develop GUf with Client•

$200.00

$1 .00

$100.00

$1.00

$8.00

Customize ATIS application software
Develop database for vehicles
Hardware at Facility

$200.00
$8.00
$15.00

$1.00
$1.00
$3.00

$16.00
$0.64
$1 .20

Field Syatema
On-board Annunciators
On-board VMS Small
VMS Large (15 in whole County)
VMS Small (100 in whole County)

~R1Urlicalic>ns_Hi9/:l __

Design (10%)
Deployment Engineering & Support (2%)
Deployment in

Subtotal
Total

Notes:
• assumes GUllo nun on wor1<stalion installed unde< olher projects

$200.

$16.00

extension

TABLE A.7 Advanced Travele r Informa tion Systems (Website)
Note· costs are shown in thousands of dollars

Website
Design of Website
Customize software for website
Develop database for vehicles

unit cost
$100.00

quantities
$1.00

$100.00
$8.00

$1.00
$1.00

extension

unit cost
$8.00

$8.00
$0.64

TestioJ!.and -~

Total

•.

extension

TABLE A.S Advanced Traveler Information Systems (IVR)
Note - costs are shown In thouunds of dollars

C.nter Systems
COTS Software
Develop Voice Response System with Client
Develop database ror vehicles

unit cost
$200.00
$100.00
$8.00

quantities
$1 .00
$1 .00
$1 .00

Design

Deployment Engineering & Support (2%)

Total

extension

unit cost
$16.00
$8.00
$0.64

extension

